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PREFACE
Tilton v. Richardson the Connecticut colleges case is the

first explicit test of the constitutional propriety cf federal grants
to church-related colleges and universities. As such it is clearly
of capital significance for members of the Association of Amerin
Colleges. In June 1970, therefore, when the Supreme Court of
the United States agreed to entertain an appeal from the decision
of the district court in favor of the four colleges, the Board of Direc-
tors of the Association decided to submit to the Supreme Court
an amicus curiae brief in support of the colleges and to seek the
cooperation of other national organizations in this action. We were
in fact joined in submission of the brief by the American Council on
Education, the Association of American Universities, the Council
for the Advancement of Small Colleges and the National Associ..a-
don of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges.

In the spring of this year, when the case bad been argued before
the Supreme Court and a decision seemed imminent, the Conamis-
sion on Religion in Higher Education recalled that, five years
earlier, the Maryland Colleges case (Horace Mann League v. Board
of Public Works) had led a number of church-related colleges to
take hurried and perhaps unnecessary action to exonerate them-
selves from the charge of being "legally sectarian.- In order to
obviate a repetition of such precipitate action, if the decision of
the Supreme Court were not unequivocaLly favorable to the col-
leges, the commission recommended to iike Board of Directors
that, as soon as the decision was rendered, members should be
informed that at the earliest possible moment they would be furnish-
ed with a professional interpretation of the Court's decision_ The
Board accepted this recommendation and its intention was
announced to the membership in a circular letter dated 28 June
1971.

For the task of preparing an interpretation we were fortunate in
obtaining the services of Charles H. Wilson, Jr who, as a member
of the firm of Williams, Connolly and Califano, attorneys for the
four colleges, was principally responsible for the legal research
entailed in drawing up their briefs at every stage of the case. The
text that we are now publishing is not in any meaningful sense of
the words a statement of the Association of American Colleges.
It is, as it was intended to be, a professional interpretation of the
Supreme Court's decision by an experienced lawyer with in-
timate knowledge of the case and profound understanding of its
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implications. It includes a succinct and lucid summary of the legal
history that constitutes the background of the decisions of 28
June 1971, as xell as a critical analysis of the decisions themselves.
Every word of Mr Wilson's brilliant exposition should be read
with careful attention by those responsible for the welfare of
church-related colleges, but I would particularly commend to
their earnest consideration the practical advice the author offers
in the chapter on -Implications of the June 28 Decisions.-

The Association owes a deep debt of gratitude to Mr Wilson.
We are also indebted to the Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation,
the Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities, the Board of
College Educadon of the American Lutheran Church, the Board
of College Education and Church Vocations of the Lutheran Church
in America, the Board of Higher Education of the United Methodist
Church, tho Board of Higher Education of the United Presbyterian
Church :n the U.S.A., the Council of Protestant Colleges and Uni-
versities, the Division of Chrisida,A Education of the Presbyterian
Church, U.S., and the National Catholic Educational Association,
which shared with AAC the cost of preparing, printing and distri-
buting this interpretation. The thanks of the Association are, no
doubt, of less value to our friends and benefactors than the saris-
faction of contributing to the solution still, lac, incomplete
of a problem of crucial importance to American higher education.

FREDERIC W. Noss
President
Association of American Colleges
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INTRODUCTION
On June 28. 1971, in the companion cases of Tition v. Richardson

and Lemon v. Kurtzman. the United States Supreme Court spoke
for the first time on the question of the constitutional eligibility of
church-related educational institutions for direct public financial
assistance. The Tilton and Lemon decisions disposed of three appeals
challenging thz constitutionality of one federal statute and two state
statutes providing financial assistanc2 in varying forms to, among
others, schools with church or reli0ous affiliations. Common to each
case was the contention that the Establishment Clause of the First
Amendment to the United States Constitution prohibited the allocation
of public funds to religious or church-related educabonal institutions.
In the Tilton case, the Supreme Court ruled that some church-related
colleges and universities are constitutionally eligible for some forms
of direct public aid. In the Lemon case, however, the Court imposed
a constitutional bar to most significant educational aid programs that
benefit church-controlled elementary and secondary schools.'

The importance of the Supreme Coures lanklmark decisions of June
28 for the future of church-related education in this country cannot
be e..-erstated. As the costs of providf7:g high-quality education
have accelerated at an increasi'y rapid pace in the last decade,
church-related institutions, along with c.ther private schools, have
looked to the federal and state governments for assistance in meeting
their escalating financial burdens. The fedeial and state governments
have responded with a variety of programs that have, to some degree.
managed to hold down the costs to the ultimate educational con-
sumerthe student and his parents who pay the bills. The important
aspect of that development has been the willingness of govei-nment
to extend its financial support beyond the public sector of education
to private schools, including those with church relationships or
religious affiliations.

The impact of the Supreme Court's June 28 decisions will be felt
only by those educational institutions which have church or religious

'The Lemon decision disposed of two separate appealsone from Pennsylvania
involving that state's Nonpublic Elementary and Secondary Education Act, and one
from Rhode Island involving that state's salary supplement program for nonpublic
elementary school teachers. The background to those two separate appeals is dis-
cussed in Chapter II of this paper.
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affiliations, for it is only the existence of those affiliations that gives
rise to Establishment Clause issues in educational aid programs.
Private schools without such affiliations are unaffected by the Supreme
Court's rulings and can continue to participate in such programs.
Thus. zz:. the extent that the Supreme Court's decisions cause govern-
ment to restrict or eliminate parn zination by church-related schools in
educational aid programs. those schools will be cut off from an
important source of financial ;..ssistz.nce and their financial position
will deteriorate vis-a-vis publ iz. and other private schools.

In this paper. I will analyze the effect of the Supreme Court's
June 28 decisions on the continued eligibility of church-related colleges
and universities ;or participation in aid programs for higher education.
The Tilton decision is most relevant to that question since the Supreme
Court in that case sustained the constitutionality of the Higher Educa-
tion Facilities Act of 19632 and ruled that four Catholic colleges in
Connecticut were constitutionally eligible to receive federal funds
under that statute. However. the Tilton decision is only one thread
in the total fabri: of Establishment Clause doctrine woven by the
Supreme Cciurt in recent years, and the Tilton decir.ion must be
placed in the context of that total constitutional doctrine to be fully
understood. Consequently, this paper will also review several of the
Court's earlier Establishment Clause decisions and the several
constitutional theories that were available to the Court when it de-
cided the Tilton case-

It will also be necessary to examine at some length the decision in
Lemon v. Kurtzman. which struck down statutes in Pennsylvanis cLud
Rhode Island providing significant sums of money to supplement the
salaries of teachers in church-controlled elementary and secondary
schools. The Lemon decision is of particular importance because
the Court used that case as the vehicle for articulating the basic
constitutional principles applicable to the question of public aid to
church-related schools and then applied those principles in the Tilton
decision. For that reason, the Tilton decision can be understood only
against the background of die Supreme Court's reasoning in the
Lemon case.

=20 U.S.C. §§ 701-58
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II
BACKGROUND TO THE

JUNE 28 DECISIONS
A. History of the Tilton and Lemon Cases

he Supreme Court's June 2S decisions grew- out of three eases
that followed separate but parallel paths through lower federal
courts to the Nation's higl.,est court. A brief summary of how those
eases developed in and were decided by the lower federal courts
will provide t faczual context for the discussion of the constitutional
principles that follows.

I. Tilton 07. Richardson

The Tilton case was initiated in the United States District Court for
the District of Connecticut on September 25. 1968. just three months
after the Supreme Court had ruled for the first time that federal
taxpayers have standing to challenge federal spending programs on the
ground that they violate the Establishment Clause of the First Amend-
ment. The suit was filed by fifteen individuals who claimed the
common bond of being federal taxpayers. Their constitutional attack
was limited to Tide I of the Higher Education Facilities Act, which
authorized the ay. ard of federal funds to public and private colleges
and universities to finance, in part, the construction of undergraduate
academic facilities. The plaintiffs alleged that, to die extent that
Title I funds were awarded to "sectarian- colleges and universities, the
statute contravened the Establishment Clause. Their complaint defined
"sectarian" schools as "educational institutions at the college or
university level organized for and engaged in the propagation ard
promotion of the doctrines, teachings and practices- of a particular
religion.

The named defendants in the suit were the state and federal officials
responsible for administering the Higher Education Facilities Act and
four Catholic colleges and unive:-sities in Connecticut w!.-sich had been
the recipients of a total of five Title I grants. The defendant colleges
and universities were Fairfield University, Sacred Heart University.
Albertus Magnus College and Annhurst College. The Title I funds
received by those schools totaled almost $2,000,000. The complaint
alleged that each of the defendant schools was "an institution of
higher learning organized, conducted-iand controlled- by the Roman
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Catholic Church or a religious society of that church "in accordance
with the dona and doctrines of said church for the purposes of
propagating and promoting the Roman Catholic faith."

Because the plaintiffs challenged the validity of an act of Congress
on constitutional grounds, the case was assigned to a panel of
three federal judges under the provisions of Section 2282 of Title 28
of the United States Code. Cases heard and decided by three-judge
district courts under that section can be appealed directly to the
United States Supreme Court without an intermerlinry appeal to the
United States Court of Appeals.

The Tilton case presented momentous constitutional questions. It
was the first time in this century, and only the second time in history,3
that a court would be required to rule on the merits of an Establish-
ment Clause challenge to an act of Congress. Yet the case went
through the ordinary litigz.tion processes that any civil suit encounters
in the federal courts. The 6efiandant colleges were required, under
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, to produce for the plaintiffs
hundreds of documents, including their catalogs, accreditation ma-
terials, student and faculty handbooks, fund-raising brochures, student
and faculty application forms, student newspapers and financial state-
ments. The plaintiffs took the depositions of the presidents of each
of the defendant colleges. The parties entered into stipulations con-
cerning certain issues of disputed fact. Finally, the question; of law
and fact in the case were examined at length during five days of
trial before the three-judge court.

The plaintiffs presented their case almost exclusively by placing in
evidence more than 150 documents obtained from the defendant
colleges and the state and federal governments. The defendant colleges
presented their evidence principally through the testimony of 22
wibaesses, who included the presidents of those schools and members
of their faculties. At the conclusion of the evidence, the court
heard almost a full day of legal arguments and took the case under
advisement. Two months later, on March 19, 1970, the court issued
its decision, ruling unanimously that the Higher Education Facilities
Act was constitutional and that the contested Title I grants to the
defendant colleges were constitutionally valid.4 Within two months
the plaintiffs had appealed that decision to the Supreme Court.

3See Bradfield v. Roberts, 175 U.S. 291 (1899)
4Tle district court's decision in Tilton is reported at 312 F. Supp. 1191 (1970).

4
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2. Lemon v. Kurtzman

The Lemon case was initiated in the United States District Court
for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania six months after the Tilton
case but reached the Supreme Court before Tilton. At issue in the
Lemon case was the constitutionality of Pennsylvania's Nonpublic
Elementary and Secondary Education Act, which reimbursed non-
public schools for the cost of providing their students with a secular
education in four designated subjectsmathematics, physical sciences,
modern foreign languages and physical education. Nonpublic schools
which qualified were reimbursed for the cost of teachers' salaries,
textbooks and educational materials incurred in the teaching of those
subjects. The statute prohibited reimbursement for any course that
contained "any subject matter expressing religious teaching, or the
morals or forms of worship of any sect."

The plaintiffs in the Lemon case were three state taxpayers and
several Pennsylvania chapters of such national organizations as the
American Civil Liberties Union, the American Jewish Congress,
the National Association for th Advancement of Colored People,
and Protestants and Other Americans United for Separation of
Church and Statc. The defendants were the state officials responsible
for adr.nnistering the statute and several nonpublic schools that were
eligibl to receive funds under the statute. The defendant schools
were riffiliated with the Roman Catholic Church and several other
denominations.

The plaintiffs made two constitutional attacks on the Pennsylvania
statute. First, they alleged that the extension of state funds under
the statute to "sectarian" schools contravened the Establishment
Clause. Secondly, they alleged that the defendant schools were vir-
tually all-white in their racial composition, that those schools dis-
criminated in their admissions policies on religious and racial grounds
and that, because those schools provided an alternative for white
parents seeking to avoid tlie consequences of racial integration in
the public schools, they contributed to the problem of de facto
segregation. For those several reasons, the plaintiffs argued that
providing public funds to such schools violated the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth A.mendrnent. Because a state statute was
challenged on constitutional grounds, a three-judge court was
convened.

The attorneys representing the defendants made an initial decision
to seek resolution of the constitutional issues in the case without pro-
ceeding with the regular trial process. They, therefore, filed motions
to dismiss the complaint with the court, asking the court to decide
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the constitutionality of the challenged statute on its face. Under
that procedure, the court was required to accept the allegations of

the complaint as true and to determine whether, in light of those

allegations, the statute conformed with constitutional limitations.
By a 2 to 1 vote, the court ruled that the statute was constitutional.
The court held that, under the Supreme Court's decisions, the
statute did not violate the Establishment Clause. It did not reach

the merits of the plaintiffs' Equal Protection Clause claim because

it ruled that no plaintiff had standing to raise that issue.s The
plaintiffs quickly appealed the decision to the Supreme Court
and, on April 20, 1970, the Supreme Court agreed to hear and
decide the appeal.

3. DiCenso v. Robinson

The third of the three appeals decided by the Supreme Court on
June 28 grew out of the case of DiCenso v. Robinson, which
originated in the United States District Court for the District of

Rhode Island. The complaint was filed on December 15, 1969, two
weeks after the district court decided the Lemon case and one week
after the Tilton trial ended. The plaintiffs in DiCenso attacked on
Establishment Clause grounds a Rhode Island statute providing fifteen
per cent supphments to the salaries of teachers in nonpublic elemen-
tary schools in the state. The salary supplements were available only
to teachers in nonpublic schools with per pupil costs for secular edu-
cation that did not equal or exceed the per pupil cost of education

in the public schools. To qualify for the salary supplement, a
nonpublic school teacher was required to be certified by the State
Department of Education, to teach only courses being taught in the
public schools and to use only teaching materials in use in the public
schools. The teacher was also prohibited from teaching a course in

religion while receiving a salary supplement from the state. Unlike

the Pennsylvania statute which authorized the payment of state
funds directly to the nonpublic schools, the Rhode Island statute
required that the salary supplements be paid directly to individual
teachers.

The plaintiffs in the DiCenso case were six state taxpayers. The
only named defendants were the state officials responsible for ad-
ministering the salary supplement program. Two months after the
complaint was filed, the district court allowed seven teachers eligible
for salary supplements and two parents of children in Roman Catholic
parochial schools to intervene on behalf of the defendants. Again, a
three-judge court was convened to hear and decide the case.

'The district court's decision in Lemon is reported at 310 F. Supp. 35 (1969).

6 n "
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As in the Tilton case, the issues in the DiCenso were explored
through depositions taken in advance of trial and a regular trial
before the three-judge court. The evidence focused on Roman
Catholic parochial schools because only teachers in those schools
had qualifed for salary supplement payments. The plaintiffs pre-
sented their evidence through several documents and the testimony of
the Roman Catholic Diocesan Superintendent of Schools. The defend-
ants' evidence consisted of the testimony of the administrator of the
salary supplement program and of several teachers who were rec-civing
salary supplements. Several weeks after the trial ended the court
issued its decision, ruling unanimously that the salary supplement pro-
gram violated the Establishment Clause.6 The defendants appealed
to the Supreme Court, and the DiCenso case was scheduled for argu-
ment with the Tilton and Lemon cases.

B. Prior Establishment Clause Decisions
The First Amendment to the Constitution provides in part: "Congress

shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or pro-
hibiting the free exercise thereof ...." The terse lamguage of the two
religion clauses provides scant guidance for their application to specif-
ic governmental actions. Chief Justice Burger conceded as much in
his majority opinion in Lemon when he observed that "Nile language
of the Religion Clauses of the First Amendment is at best opaque,
particularly when compared with other portions of the Amendment."
That the Court would make such a statement in its most recent
pronouncement on the Establishment Clause illustrates that the
Establishment Clause remains an imprecise and uncertain restraint on
governmental power.

Prior to its decisions in Lemon and Tilton, the Supreme Court had
attempted to sketch in the contours of the Establishment Clause's
limitations on governmental action in several leading decisions. Of
those earlier decisions, the four summarized below had a decisive
impact on the Court's decisions in Tilton and Lemon.

1. Everson v. Board of Education (1947)7

The Everson case contnins the Supreme Court's first detailed ex-
position of the meaning and scope of the Establishment Clause. At
issue in Everson was a New Jersey statute that authorized the use of

6The district court's decision in DiCenso is reported at 316 F. Supp. 112 (1970).

7330 U.S. 1
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public funds to reimburse parents for the cost of public bus trans-
portation to send their children to schools, including schools with
relig;ous affiliations. By a 5 to 4 vote, the sharply divided Court
ruled that the New Jersey statute approached the "verge" of
constitutional power but that the bus transportation subsidy did not
conflict with the Establishment Clause.

The result in Everson flowed from the majority's conception of the
values fostered by the Establishment Clause and of the purposes
underlying the New Jersey statute. The majority construed the
Establishment Clause, when read in conjunction with the Free
Exercise Clause of the First Amendment, as commanding the state
"to be neutral in its relations with groups of religious believers
and non-believers; it does not require the state to be their adversary."
At the same time, the majority viewed the New Jersey statute as
being designed to safeguard the welfare of children wherever they
attended school, "to protect children going to and from church

schools from the very real ha7nrds of traffic." Consequently, the bus
transportation subsidy was comparable to "such general governmental
services as ordinary police and fire protection . . . sewage disposal,
public highways and sidewalks," all of which are available to and used
by church-related schools and the students who attend them. Against
that background, the majority declared that the state "cannot exclude

individual Catholics, Lutherans, Mohammedans, Baptists, Jews,
Methodists, Non-Believers, Presbyterians, or the members of any other
faith, because of their faith, or lack of if. from receiving the benefits
of public welfare legislation."

The majority's articulated rationale was that New Jersey had done no
more than "provide a general program to help parents get their
children, regardless of their religion, safely and expeditiously to and
from accredited schools." The majority conceded that, as a result
of the New Jersey statute, "children are helped to get to church
schools. There is even a possibility that some of the children might
not be senc to church schools if the parents were compelled to
pay their children's bus fares out of their own pockets when trans-
portation to a public school would have been paid for by the state."
But the majority also stressed that "[t]he State contributes no money to
the [church] schools. It does not support them." .

The Everson decision represented a significant but indecisive
victory for the principle of public assistance for church-related
education. If the New Jersey smtute had been struck down, there
would have been little hope for devising an aid program for
church-related schools that would have survived constitutional
scrutiny. However, the narrowness of the victory and the majority's
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articulated rationale left serious doubts whether more substantial aid
programs would be sustained by the Court. Everson established
the principle that students in church-related schools could share in
general welfare programs as long as the public funds flowed to the
students or their parents and not to the schools. That principle has
become larown as the "child-benefit" concept. Whether the Everson
reasoning could be extended beyond that narrow principle became the
basis for considerable debate among constitutional scholars in the years
following the decision.

2. Abington School District v. Schempp (1963)8

For two decades after the Everson decision, the development of
Establishment Clause doctrine came in cases unrelated to the issue
of financial aid to church-related education. For example, the Supreme
Court in 1948 invalidated on Establishment Clause grounds Illinois'
on-premises "released time" program which had permitted religious
teachers to provide religious instruction in public schools.8 Four
years later the Court upheld New York's off-premises "released
time" program which permitted public school children to be released
early one day a week to attend religious instruction at their churches
or synagogues." In 1961, the Supreme Court upheld Sunday closing
laws in the face of Establishment Clause challenges.11 And, in 1962,
the Court struck down New York's Regents' prayer that was pre-
scribed for recitation at the opening of each public school day."2
Through those several decisions, the Court appeared to be evolving
a coherent Establishment Clause doctrine for testing the constitu-
tionality of the interaction between government and religion in
our society.

The doctrinal development seemed to reach a culmination in the
case of Abington School District v. Schempp in 1963. That case
decided . appeals from Pennsylvania and Maryland challenging the
constitutionality of the practice of devotional Bible reading in
public school classrooms. The Court in Schemi reaffirmed that
the basic value furthered by the Establishernt Clause was the
preservation of government neutrality in matters touching upon the
religious affairs of its people. To determine whether government action
has breached the command of neutrality, the Court for the first

8374 U.S. 203
9McCollurn v. Board of Education, 333 U.S. 203 (1948)

wZorach v. Clauson, 343 U.S. 306 (1952)
"McGowan v. Mary/and, 366 U.S. 420 (1961)
'2Engel v. Vitale, 370 U.S. 421 (1962)



time enunciated a test that seemed sufficiently comprehensive to
decide most Establishment Clause challenges.

The test may be stated as follows: what are the purpose and primary
effect of the enactment? If either is the advancement or inhibition
of religion then the enactment exceeds the scope of legislative power
as circumscribed by the Constitution. That is to say that to withstand
the strictures of the Establishment Clause there must be a secular
legislative purpose and primary effect that neither advances nor
inhibits religion.

That Schempp formulation quickly acquired the label of the -purpose
and primary effect" test. Applying that test to the facts before it in
Schempp, the Court declared that the practice of devotional Bible
reading in the public schools had a purpose and primary effect that
dearly advanced religion and was, for that reason, inconsistent
with the Establishment Clause.

3. Board of Education v. Allen (1968) 13

For 21 years following the decision in Everson, the Supreme Court
remained silent on the issue of public aid to church-related educa-
tion. Then, in 1968, it agreed to hear and decide the case of Board of
Education v. Allen. That case involved an Establishment Clause
challenge to a New York statute that required local school boards
to loan textbooks without charge to students in grades seven through
twelve in both public and private schools, including those private
schools with religious affiliations. Under the statutory scheme, the
textbooks were loaned to individual students and not to the schools
they attended.

By a 6 to 3 vote, the Court upheld the textbook loan law. Again as-
serting, that the Establishment Clause was designed to preserve
government neutrality in religious matters, the majority quoted the
Schempp formulation of the "purpose and primary effect- test and
applied that test to sustain the New York statute. However, the
precise basis for the majority's ruling remains a matter of dispute.

At one point in its opinion, the majority noted that -[t]he law
merely makes available to all children the benefits of a general pro-
gram to lend school br.oks free of charge. Books are furnished at the
request of the pupil and ownership remains, at least technically, in the
State." The majority then stated that "no funds or books are furnished

13392 U.S. 236



to parochial schools, and the financial benefit is to parents and child-
ren, not to schools.- That language of the Allen opinion seems to
adopt the -child-benefit- concept of aid which the Everson decision
articulated. Appearing to echo further the Everson decision of 21 years
earlier, the majority in Allen also observed: -Perhaps free books make
it more likely that some children choose to attend a sectarian school.
but that was true of the state-paid bus tares in Everson and does not
alone demonstrate an unconstitutional degree of support for a
religious institution."

The majority in Allen. however, did not end its analysis with its
reliance on Everson as supportive precedent. The appellants in
Allen had argued quite forcefully that Everson was not controlling
because free buf, rides are constitutionally distinguishable from free
textbooks. The appellants based that purported distinction on the
contention that textbooks, unlike bus transportation, aid the educa-
tional process in church-related schools and that "[t]here is no such
thing as secular education in a sectarian ... school.- That argument
was not novel. It reflected some widely held misconceptions about
church-related education, misconceptions that found expression in the
dissenting opinions of Justice Jackson and Justice Rutledge in Everson.
In effect, the appellants were arguing that the entire educational pro-
cess of church-related schools is so peimeated with religion that aid
to a:1y part of that process constitutes impermissible government sup-
port for religion.

The majority in Allen rejected that argument. Reviewing the
Court's prior decisions, the majority declared that "this Court has
long recognized that religious schools pursue two goals, religious
instruction and secular education- and that "parochial schools are
performing, in addition tc their sectarian function, the task of
secular education." The majority made it clear, however, that its
statement on that issue was not necessarily conclusive. It noted that
it was confronted with only a -meager record- in the Allen case and
that nothing in that record supported the appellants' contention that
"all teaching in a sectarian school is religious or that the processes
of secular and religious training are so intertwined that secular
textbooks furnished to students by the public are in fact instrumental
in the teaching of religion.- The majority also stressed that -[n]o evi-
dence has been offered about particular schools, particular courses,
particular teachers, or particular books.-

In effect, the majority reiected the appellants' invitation to create a
constitutional presumption that the religious and serular educational
processes of church-related schools are inseparable. Instead, the Court
established a presumption that those schools perform separate and
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distinguishable functions but indicated that the opponents of aid to
church-related education could overcome that presumption by ap-
propriate proof at a trial.

Tht Allen decision appeared to signal a favorable judicial climate
for programs providing public assistance to church-related education.
The Court bad considered such programs only twice in its history
and, on both occasions, had sustained the programs. In addition,
Allen appeared to suggest that permissible aid programs could be
broader than those designed for the health and safety of students
and could extend to the educational processes of church-related
schools. Yet the precise impact of Allen was to remain uncertain
until the Court decided the Tilton and Lemon cases. The explicit
recognition in Allen that church-related schools performed the distinct
functions of secular education and religious training seemed to suggest
that aid programs would be valid if the public funds supported only
the secular educational functions of those schools. But the ma;ority's
stress on the "child-benefit- implications of Everson left uncertain
whether public funds from such aid programs could flow directly
to church-related schools.

4. Walz v. Tx Commission of the City of New York (1970)"

The Supreme Court's Establishment Clause doctrine acquired a
new emphasis in 1970 when the Court decided the case of Wa/z v.
Tax Commission. By an 8 to I vote, the Court in Walz upheld a pro-
vision of the New York Constitution and a New York statute exemp-
ting church property from taxation. The majority opinion was written
by Chief Justice Burger, and it was his first important opinion on a
major constitutional question.

The Walz opinion speaks of "the policy of neutrality that derives
from an accoinmodation of the Establishment and Free Exercise
Clauses.- In seeking that accommodation, "[tjhe general principle
deducible from the First Amendment and all that has been said
by this Court is this: that we will not tolerate either governmentally
established religion or governmental interference with religion."
Thus, the Chief Justice viewed the requirement of neutrality as
flowing not so much from the Establishment Clause as from the need
to adjust the competing, and occasionally conflicting, dictates of
the Establishment and Free Exercise Clauses.-

In identifying the evils that the Establishment Clause was designed
to guard against, the Chief justice noted that "for the men who wrote
the Religion Clauses of the First Amendment the 'establishment' of a

397 t.s. 664
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religion connoted sponsorship, financial support, and active involve-
ment of the sovereign in religious activity." He made reference to the
"considerable internal inconsistency" in the Court's prior Establish-
ment Clause decisions, but he viewed the principal function of the
Establishment Clause to be the avoidance of -excessive" government
"involvement" or -entanglement" with religion. The concept of -en-
tanglement" or "involvement" had been discussed in some prior Estab-
lishment Clause opinions, but the majority opinion in Walz was the
first to elevate that concept to the status of the central concern of the
Establishment Clause.

In his analysis of the validity of exempting church property from
taxation, the Chief Justice purported to apply the -purpose and
primary effect" test that first found expression in Schempp. For
example, he first found that "Nhe legislative purpose of the property
tax exemption is neither the advancement nor the ithibition of
religion; it is neither sponsorship nor hostility." He stressed that the
state "has not singled out one particular church or religious group or
even churches as such; rather it has granted exemption to all houses
of religious worship within a broad class of property owned by
nonprofit, quasi-public corporations which include hospitals, libraries,
playgrounds, scientific, profes.;ional, historical, and patriotic groups."

It was in his -primary effect" analysis that the ChiefJustice deviated
from prior decisions. Rather than examine whether the primary effect
of the property tax exemption was to advance or inhibit religion, he
declared: "We must . . . be sure that the end remltthe effectis not
excessive government entanglement with religion." Declaring that the
test of excessive entanglement "is inescapably one of degree," the Chief
Justice concluded that the property tax exemption did not result in
prohibited government involvement with religion. While conceding
that the property tax exemption gave rise to some government involve-
ment, the Chief Justice said it was a lesser" involvement than taxing
church property, which could lead to -tax valuation of church property,
tax liens, tax foreclosures, and the direct confrontations and conflicts
that follow in the train of those legal processes."

The Walz decision was applauded by those church groups which
faced financial disaster if their tax exemptions had been taken from
them. But the potential impact of that decision and the doctrine it
espoused on litigation involving aid to church-related education be-
came a matter of some concern. The Lemon and Tilton cases had
been heard and decided by the district courts before the Supreme
Court decided Walz. The DiCenso case, however, had been tried and
argued in the district court before the Walz decision but was decided
after Walz. The Waiz decision was the basis for the unanimous decision
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in DiCenso invalidating Rhode Island's salary supplement program.
In addition, the Walz decision contained one sentence that seemed to
anticipate the school aid cases that would soon be argued in the
Supreme Court. In contrasting tax exemptions with other government
programs that benefit religion, the Court stated: -Obviously a direct
money subsidy would be a relationship pregnant with involvement
and, as with most governmental grant programs, could encompass
sustained and detailed administrative relationships for enforcement of
statutory or administrative standards.-

C. Arguments in the Tilton and Lemon Cases
It was against the background of the Everson, Schempp, Allen and

Walz decisions that the parties in the Tilton, Lemon and DiCenso
appeals prepared and presented their arguments to the Supreme
Court on March 2 and 3, 1971. Those arguments reflected the possible
constitutional theories available to the Court in deciding the three
school aid appeals. Summarized below are the arguments presented
by the appellants and the defendant colleges in the Tilton case, which
are generally representativ e.. of the arguments made on the two sides of
the school aid issue. Those arguments dealt with two basic questions:
first, whether granting public funds to church-related schools consti-
tuted impermissible aid to religion; secondly, whether the adminis-
trative relationships between public officials and church-related
schools that resulted from such grants of public funds led to excessive
government entanglement with religion.

1. Arguments for Appellants

The appellants in the Tilton case were represented in the Supreme
Court. by Leo Pfeffer, who has built a reputation as one of the
Nation's leading authorities on the consititutional issues implicit in
church-state relationships. He is the author of a lengthy treatise on the
subject, Church, State and Freedom, and he participated in several
earlier Establishment Clause cases in the Supreme Court. His basic
thesis was that the Establishment Clause bars any.direct public finan-
cial assistance to -sectarian" educational institutions.

a. The Aid Que.stion
The appellants in Tilton based their argument of an absolute

Establishment Clause prohibition on all aid to sectarian schools on a
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single sentence in the majority opinion in Everson. That sentence
reads as follows:

No tax in any amount. large or small. can be levied to support any
religious activities or institutions, whatever they may be called, or
whatever form they may adopt to teach or practice religion.

The appellants viewed that sentence as the statement of the governing
Establishment Clause principle on the issue of aid to churrli-related
education, and they read that sentence as prohibiting government from
giving any public funds to what they labeled "sectarian" schools.

They argued that Everson had approved only those forms of aid
that went to or benefited the student or his parents, as distinct from

the schoolan argument which they claimed found support in the
"child-benefit" language of the Allen decision.

Read literally, the "no tax" language of Everson relied on by the
appellants would bar public aid to any college or university which

had a chapel or which offered any courses about religion. Such a
literal reading would sweep within the constitutional prohibition all
church-related colleges, a number of private colleges with no dis-

cernible church relationships or affiliations, and even a few public col-

leges and universities.'' The appePants disclaimed any such literal

reading of the "no tax" language and even stated that they were not

seeking the disqualification of all church-related schools from public

aid programs. Rather they claimed that the Establishment Clause
prohibition contained in the "no tax" language extended only to
"sectarian" colleges, which they defined as schools in which "the

propagation, teaching or practice of religion is a meaningful or major

part of [their] existence." In addition, the appellants constructed

for the Court what they called a "composite profile" of a constitu-
tionally ineligible "sectarian" college. According to the appellants,

stp.:11 a college is one
which admits only students of a particular religion, requires them to
participate in religious activities, compels them to comply with the
doctrines and dogmas of the religion, forces them to attend church,
requires them under penalty of dismissal to take instruction in the
theology and doctrines of the religjon, and does everything to
propagate and advance a particular religion other than confer
degrees in divinity....

cSome state colleges and universities offer courses in religion or rdigi-ms studies.

In addition, the three service academiesWest Point. Annapolis and the Air Force
AcAernyhave chapels on their campuses and compel their cadets to attend religious

services.
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A college matching or closely conforming to that "composite profile,"
the appellants declared, could not receive public funds without
violating the Establishment Clause.

The appellants' argument based on the "no tax" language of
Everson was necessarily a rejection of the "purpose and primary
effect" test of Schempp and Allen. In effect, the appellants contended
that the "no tax" language of Everson created a separate and
indecendent test of Establishment Clause validity that had not been
displaced or superseded by subsequent Supreme Court decisions.
The appellants, however, also fashioned an alternative argument
based on the "purpose and primary effect" test. They asserted that
Schempp and Allen barred public aid to any school which bad as its
purpose and primary effect the advancement or inhibition of religion.
Since colleges fitting their "composite profile" of a sectarian college
would have such a purpose and primary effect, the appellants argued
that direct aid to such colleges was prohibited under the "purpose
and primary effect" test.

The appellants dismissed as destructive of Establishment Clause
values the ruling of the district court in Tilton that, under the Allen
rationale, government could provide direct aid to the secular educa-
tional functions performed by church-related colleges. They con-
tended that any such theory would permit the st-ictures of the
Establishment ClPuse to Ix- evaded by bookkeeping ent-i;-,.. The ap-
pellants declared that "[t]he money received by the coikey from the
government goes into the same treasury as other moneys; it is used
for the same overriding purpose, that is, to maintain the college so
that it may propagate religion. Cost accounting is subordinate to, not
niperior to the Constitution."

b. The Entanglement Issue
The appePants found great solace in the Walz decision, which they

read as barring any aid program that required "sustained and detailed
administrative relationships" between government officials and church-
related schools. The appellants noted that the Higher Education Facil-
ities Act prohibited federal funding of any academic facility that would
be used for "sactarian instruction" or "religious worship." The appel-
lants agreed that such limitations were essential to prevent public funds
from being used to support religious activities or instruction. But those
limitations, according to the appellants, would require extensive polic-
ing and surveillance by federal officials to assure that religion did not
find its way into the courses taught in buildings of church-related col-
leges financed by Title I funds.
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The appellants' argument exposed the dilemma posed by the
Schempp and Allen decisions, on the one hand, and the Wa 12 decision,
on the other hand. Schempp and Allen require that government pro-
grams contain adequate safeguards to prevent government power or
money from being used to aid or advance religion. But the entanglement
doctrine of Watz makes such statutory safeguards constitutionally sus-
pect. The appellants expressed the dilemma quite colorfully when they
observed that -in seeking to avoid the Scylla of sectarianism the statutory
plan is necessarily engulfed in the Charybdis of entanglement."

2. Arguments for the Defendant Colleges
The defendant colleges and universities in Tilton had as their

spokesman in the Supreme Court Edward Bennett Williams, one of
the Nation's preeminent trial lawyers. Although the Tilton case was
the first involving church-state relations that he had handled, his
argument matched Mr Pfeffer's in its perception of the complex issues
at stake. Mr Willipmc' central thesis was that government could provide
direct assistance to the secular educational functions performed by
church-related schools without infringing upon Establishment Clause
values.

a. The Aid QueEtion
The essential legal dispute between the appellants and the defen-

dant colleges was whether the constitutional validity of aid programs
benefitng church-related schools should be measured by the religious
or non-religious nature of such schools or by the religious or non-
religious nature of the educational function being supported by prfo-
lic funds: The appellants, by seeking to disqualify all "sectarian"
schools, were arguing that the nature of the recipient schools was
critical. The defendant colleges focused on the educational function
being subsidized. The district court in Tilton had accepted the
defendant colleges' position when, in discussing the primary effect
phase of the Schempp-Allen test, it ruled that It]he focus of this
test as applied in Allen is the function, secular or religious, which the
government aid subsidizesnot the nature of the institution, secular
or religious, which receives the aid." The defendant colleges attemp-
ted to build on that concept in their Supreme Court argument.

The defendant colleges noted that the Court's prior decisions had
uniformly prohibited government from using its power or funds to
support religion or religious instruction. For example, in McCollum

"
0=5
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v. Board of Education,16 the Court invalidated Illinois' "released
time" program because it amounted to "a utilization of the tax-
established and tax-supported public school system to aid religious
groups to spread their faith." In Everson, however, the Court agreed
that church-related schools could share in those public benefits which
are "so separate and so indisputably marked off from the religious
function" performed by church-related schools. The defendant
colleges reasoned that the Allen decision, by explicitly acknow-
ledging the secular-religious dichotomy in the functions performed
by church-related schools, had provided the basis for determining
whether government had impermissibly aided the religious functions
of those schools. As long as government supported only the secular
educational functions of those schools, the limitations of the Estab-
lishment Clause would be satisfied.

The defendant colleges argued that the Higher E ducation
Facilities Act and the Title I grants they had received were consti-
tutionally valid under the secular function test. Because the statute
expressly prohibited the use of any Title I facility for sectarian
instruction or religious worship, Congress had taken the necessary
precautions to assure that federal funds awarded to church-related
colleges would support only their secular functions. In addition, there
was uncontradicted evidence that the defendant colleges' Title I
facilides had been and would be used solely for non-religious purposes.

The defendant colleges also countered each of the appellants'
arguments. They contended that the "ao tax" language of Everson
was never intended as a test of constitutional validity but rather
was a generalized statement of an Establishment Clause concern
which found its specific expression in the "purpose and primary
effect" test of Schempp and Allen. The defendant colleges further
argued that, by looking to the purpose and effect of schools
receiving public aid, the appellants had distorted the "purpose and
primary effect" test, which asked "what are the purpose and primary
effect of the enactment" being challenged. Finally, the defendant
colleges asserted that the "child-benefit" gloss that appellants placed
on Everson and Allen would make the validity of a school aid program
turn on its form rather than its substance.
b. The Entanglement Issue

The defendant colleges argued that the Walz decision did not *create
a new and independent test of Establishment Clause validity but

16333 U.S. 203 (1948)
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simply supplemented the "purpose and primary effect- test. They
pointed out that Walz had alluded to the potentially inhibitive effects
on religion of excessive governmer.c entanglement with religion. They
also noted that Schempp and Allen, while speaking of primary effects
that advance or inhibit religion, appeared to focus only on whether
the challenged programs advanced religion. Consequently, the de-
fendant colleges contended that the Wa/z test of entanglement was a
measure of whether government action inhibited religion and that ad-
ministrative relationships growing out of an aid program should not
be viewed as disabling unless they had an inhibiting effect on religion.

The defendant colleges also stressed that Walz talked of -excessive-
government entanglement with religion and stated that the test of
entanglement was inescapably one of degree. Thus, the mere fact
that administrative relaonships resulted between government officials
and church-related schools should not create a constitutional infirmity.
The defendant colleges noted that prior decisions had required
government to assure that its actions did not aid or advance
religion. They argued, therefore, that statutory or administrative
safeguards designed solely to prevent government funds from sup-
porting religion or religious activities were constitutionally required
and could not be viewed as "excessive entanglement" within the
meaning of the Walz decision.

On the basis of those arguments, the defendant colleges contended
that no "excessive entanglement" of government with religion had
resulted from the operation of the Higher Education Facilities Act.
There was no evidence that the religious functions of any church-
related colleges had been inhibited by the satute. In addition, the
restrictions placed on the use of Title I acilities were carefully
tailored to assure only that federal funds would not be to
subsidize religious worship or instruction.

THE DECISIONS OF JUNE 28
A. Some Unanswered Questions

The Supreme Court's to hear the three school aid cases
came at a time when clarifscation of the constitutional issues in those
cases was urgently needed. The public debates in the 1960s that
accompanied the decisions of the federal and state governments to
extend public assistance to church-related education contained a pecul-
iar blend of policy and constitutional arguments. In many respects
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the policy issues were more significant than the abstract constitutional
questions. Those policy issues included whether government's limited
resources for education should be restricted to the pub& schools
and whether there was a legitimate legislative interest in preserving
the educational diversity offered by private and church-related
schools against the potentially monolithic structure of public
education

Yet those important policy questions were often submerged in bitter
arguments over whether church-related schools could constitutionally
be included in educational assistance programs Frequently the op-
ponents of aid to private ec-cation would draw upon ezaistitutional
considerations to buttress their policy argurnerits, thus confusing
issues of legislative policy and constitutional law that should have
been separate and distinct. Fer example, the Constitution might
permit certain forms of -.lid to church-related schools, but a legislature
might nevertheless decide that the limited funds available could be
better sr ear strengthening the public schools.

When constitutional considerations were injected into the debates
over educadonal assistance progrorns, those debates frequently as-
sumed strident and incoherent tones. Proponents and opponents of
aid to church-related education could find support fer their positions
in the language of the Supreme Court's Establishment Clause
decisions. Prior to the Tilton, Lemon and DiCenso appeals, however,
the Supreme Court had ruled on only two very linstit-ed forms of
assistance for church-related education. Those decisiolAs provided
equally limited guidance for legislators trying to design broader
aid programs and for educators trying to meet their growing financial
burdens. The decision of the Supreme Court to hear the Tilton, Lemon
and DiCenso appeals seemed to indicate that the Court was ready to
provide some needed clarification. The juxtaposition of the three
appeals offered -die Court an opportunity to answer three questions
that remained unresolved in the public debates.

First, is chur.-11-related colleges and universities constitutionally
distinguishable from aid to church-related elementary and secondary
:tchools? In 1961, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
prepared a memorandum on the issue of aid to church-related
edu.cadon that became the basic sratement of the Kennedy Adminis-
tration's position on that politically volatile question. The memorandum
concluded thnt aid to church-related higher educadon would be
constitutionally perrnisZole but that aid to the lower levels of -
church-related education would be constitutionally proscribed.
Several legal writers have advanced a similar thesis.
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The suggested constitutional distinction between the higher and
lower levels of church-related education is based, in part, on the as-
sumption that religious indoctrination is the central goal of church-
related schools but that such a goal is pursued less vigorously
or less successfully at the college level. The Supreme Court had not
spoken on that suggested distinction because it had never pre-
viously decided a case involving aid to higher education. The Tilton
case would permit the Court to decide whether aid to higher education
should have a different constitutional status than the aid to elementary
and secondary schools involved in Lemon and DiCenso.

Second, can government give aid directly to church-related schools?
The "child-benefit" language of both Everson and Allen had led some
commentators to conclude by implication that direct aid to church-
related schools was invalid. It appeared that both Tilton and Lemon
would require the Court to decide whether the identity of the
recipient of aid was constitutionally decisive, since the aid at issue
in both cases flowed directly to church-related schools. The contested
statute in DiCenso, however, required that the salary supplement
payments be made directly to individual teachers and thus presented
a "teacher-benefit" variation on the "child-benefit" theme.

Third, what impact would the entanglement analysis of Walz have
on educational assistance programs benefiting church-related educa-
tion? The dictum in Wa/z, warning that "sustained and detailed
administrative relationships" in government grant programs could
generate entanglement problems, presaged new constitutional dif-
ficulties for educational assistance programs. However, the adminis-
tradve relationships established by the contested statutes in Tilton,
Lemon and DiCenso were structured before the Court had articulated
the entanglement test of Walz. In addition, those administrative
relationships were desig..ed principally to avoid aid to the religious
functions of church-related schoolsa requirement that was the
central theme of the Court's pre-Wa/z decisions. Now those relation-
ships would be evaluated for dangers not perceived when they were
created.

B. The Decision in Lemon v. Kurtzman
The clarification that the Supreme Court provided in Lemon v.

Kurtzman was not that hoped for by clifir6b-related schools. With
Chief justice Burger writing the majority opinion, eight justices agreed
that Pennsylvania's Nonpublic: Elementary and Secondary Education
Act and Rhode Island's salary supplement program violated the Estab-
lishment Ckase. Only Justice White, the author f the Allen opinion,
raised a dissenting voice. While it is not yet possible to perceive all of
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the ramifications of the Lemon decision, the Court's analysis and reason-
ing appear to disqualify elementary and secondary schools with strong
ties to sponsoring churches from receiving most significant forms of di-
rect public aid. Equally important for future legislation and litigation,
the Court elevated the entanglement concept of Walz to the central
focus of Establishment Clause analysis.

What follows is a summary of the Court's reasoning in Lemonreason-
ing that was then applied in Tilton to uphold the constitutionality of the
Higher Education Facilities Act.

1. General Principles

In its prior Establishment Clause decisions, the Supreme Court had
developed the habit of examining the historical background of the
Establishment Clause and discussing the core values protected by that
constitutional provision. That habit was broken in the Lemon opinion.
The Court did little more than acknowledge that it was entering an
traordinarily sensitive area of constitutional law" and that the sparse
language of the Religion Clauses provided it with few guideposts-

Also absent from the Lemon opinion is any reference to the con-
cept of government neutrality, which was the dominant theme struck
by earlier decisions in discussing coreEstablishment Clause values. The
Court simply refers to the Walz decision and identifies the "three
main evils against which the Establishment Clause was intended to
afford protection: 'sponsorship, financial support, and active involve-
ment of the sovereign in religious activity--

The Court next makes clear that there is no single or uniform test
for assessing tba validity of the Pennsylvania and Rhode Island
statutes. Ilzther, it refers to "the cumulative criteria developed by
the Court" in its prior Establishment Clause decisions. From those
decisions, it extracts three tests that must be applied. "First, the
statute must have a secular legislative purpose; second, its principal
or primary effect must be one that neither advances nor inhibits
religion finally, the statute must not foster 'an excessive govern-
ment entar.glement with zeligion." It then proceeds to apply those
tests to the statutes before it.

2. Purpose and P:imary Effect Analysis

The Court had no difficulty findingthat the Pennsylvania and Rhode
Island statutes had the requisite secular purposes. The Court noted
that "th.-- 3tatutes themselves clearly state that they are intended to
enhance the quality of secular education in all schools covered by
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the compulsory attendance laws" and that such an objective was a
legitimate legislative concern. Finding nothing in the record of either
case to undermine the stated legislative intent, the Court held that
the stated intent "must ... be accorded appropriate deference."

The Court's primary effect analysis was inconclusive. The Court
noted the Allen decision had ruled that the secular and religious
functions of church-related schools were not necessarily inseparable
and that, by enacting the challenged statutes, the Pennsylvania and
Rhode Island legislatures had reached the same conclusion. "In
the abstract, we have no quarrel with this conclusion," the Court
declared. But because church-related elementary and secondary
schools "have a significant religious mission" and engage in a sub-
stantial number of religiously oriented activities, the legislatures had
been required to create statutory restrictions to assure that the aid
being supplied to those schools would support only their secular
functions. The Court found it unnecessary to decide whether the
legislatures had successfully limited the primary effect of the statutes
-for we conclude that the cumulative impact of the entire relationship
arising under the statutes in each State involves excessive entangle-
ment between government and religion." Thus, the question of whether
a statute produces a primary secular effect becomes irrelevant if
such an effect is achieved by means that give rise to prohibited
entanglements.

3. The Entanglement Analysis
The Court identified the objective of the entanglement concept

as seeking "to prevent, as far as possible, the intrusion of either
[government or religion] into the precincts of the other." Jt acknow-
ledged that total separation of church and stateand, zl-us, total
non-entanglementwas -.lot possible. It pointed to fire inspections,
building and zonng regulations, and state requirements under com-
pulsory attendance laws as "examples of necessary and permissible
contacts" between government and religion. In light of those neces-
sary contact., the Court was forced to acknowledge further that -the
line of separation [between church and state], far from being a 'wall,'
is a blurred, indistinct and variable barrier depending on all the
circumstances of a particular relat-Fonship."

Because entanglement thus emerged as a variable and fluctuating
concept, the Court identified three factors to be evaluated in de-
terrui:ting whether excessive entanglefaent was present in educathonal
assistance programs- Those factors are "the character and purposes
of the institutions which are benefited, the nature of the aid that
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the State provides, and the resulting relationship between the govern-
ment and religious authority."

a. The Rhode Island Statute
Apparently because the DiCenso appeal was in the factual setting

of a full trial record, the Court's fullest exposition of the three
indicia of entanglement came in its analysis of the Rhode Island
salary supplement program. The Court's analysis illustrates the ap-
proach it may now be expected to take toward legal challenges to
the eligibility of particular church-related schools for public
financial assistance.

(i) Character and Purposes of Recipient Institution& The Rhode
Island statute provided assistance only to teachers in nonpublic
elementary schools. At the time that the DiCenso case was decided
by the district court, only teachers in Roman Catholic elementary
schools had qualified for salary supplemcnt payments. Consequently,
in examining the character and purposes of institutions benefiting
from the aid program, the Court considered only Roman Catholic
parochial schools.

The evidence in the DiCenso case revealed that Roman Catholic
parochial schools in Rhode Island possessed a number of distinc-
tively religious characteristics, including proximity to the parish
church, religious symbolism on and within school buildings, daily
instruction in religion, and religiously oriented extracurricular activities.
In addition, the Court noted that dedicated members of religious
orders occupied two-thirds of the teaching positions in those schools
and that the presence of nuns in the classroom enhanced the religious
atmosphere of the selools. Cn the basis of those and other facts,
the district court bad concluded that the parochial schools were
-an integral part of the religious mission of the Catholic Church" and
that those schools were -a powerful vehicle for txansmitdng the
Catholic faith to the next generation." The Supreme Court viewed
it as significant that "Whis process of inculcating re;igious dectrine"
occurred in schools attended by students of an -impressionable age."

Basing itself on those factual conclusions, the Court ruled that
"parochial schools involve substantial religious activity and purpose"
and that the "substantial religious character" of the schools would
lead to "entangling church-state relationships of the kind the Religion
Clauses sought to avoid." It was because those schools engaged in
considerable religious activity th-A the Rhode Island legislature had
been compelled to impose strict controls to ensure that the salary
supplement program would support only their secular education
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functions. By so doing, the legislature had become ensnared in the
thicket of entanglement.

(ii) Type of Aid Provided. The dangers of entanglement were com-
pounded, in the Court's view, because of the type of aid the Rhode
Island legislature had decided to extend to the parochial schools.
The Court noted that the forms of aid approved explicitly and im-
plicitly in Everson and Allenbus transportation, school lunches,
public health services and secular textbookswere -secular, neutral,
or nonideological.- Tlie Court felt that using public funds to supple-
ment the salaries of teachers in religious schools could not fit that
description. It took special pains to distinguish the textbook aid
approved in Allen. It observed that, -[i]n terms of potential for
involving some aspect of faith or morals in secular subjects, a
textbook's content is ascertainable, but a teacher's handling of a
subject is not.-

The Court's disapproval of the salary supplement scheme of aid
flowed essentially from its belief that teachers in parochial schools
were subject to a strict regime of religious control and discipline.
Thus, the Court observed:

The teacher is employed by a religious organization, subject to the
direction and discipline of reEgious authorities, and works in a system
dedicated to rearing children in a particular faith. These controls
are not lessened by the fact that most of the lay teachers are of the
Catholic faith. Inevitably some of a teacher's responsibilities hover on
the border between secular and religious orientation.

The Court was not dissuaded from that view of the parochial school
teacher by the uncontradicted testimony of several teachers that they
did not inject religion into their secular courses. The Court's concern
was with the -potential if not actual haxards" of the apparent conflict
between a parochial school teacher's obligations to the religious
authorities who hire him and to the state which pays him to teach
strictly secular courses.

By stressing the -potential- cor flicts faced by the ttzachers, the
Court appeared to be questioning the integrity of those teachers who
promise to engage in solely secular instruction in exchange for the
salary supplement. The Court tried to disclaim any such intention.

We simply recognize tIrzt a dedicated religious person, teaching in a
school affiliated with his or her faith and operated to inculcate its
tenets, will inevitabl; experience great difficulty in remaining religious-
ly neual. Doctrines and faith are not inculcated or advanced by
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neutrals. With the best of intentions such a teacher would find it
hard to make a total separation between secular teaching and
religious doctrine.

After reading that portion of the Lemon opinion, an attorney close
to the case observed: -You have to feel sorry for the Catholic lay
teacher. For years be has been underpaid and now he is told by
the Supreme Court that he is not to be trusted."

(iii) Resulting Administrative Relationships. Because the parochial
schools have a substantial religious character and because teachers in
those schools receiving state funds faced potentially conflicting obli-
gations, the Court ruled that excessive government entanglement with
religion would be the inevitable consequence of the salary supplement
program. The Court noted that the legislature -has not, and could not,
provide state aid on the basis of a mere assumption that secular
teachers under religious discipline can avoid conflicts.- As a result,
the legislature imposed strict restrictions on what could be taught by
a teacher receiving a snlary supplement. -A comprehensive, discrimi-
nating, and continuing state surveillance will inevitably be required to
ensure that these restrictions are obeyed and the First Amendment
otherwise respected." Such surveillance, according to the Court, was
the very type of entanglement that Walz prohibits.

The Court also pointed to another form of prohibited entanglement
written into the Rhode Island statute. Because only nonpublic schools
spending less per pupil for secular education than the public schools
could benefit from the act, nonpublic schools submitted an accounting
of their operating expenses to the State Department of Education.
The reporting form did not distinguish between costs for secular
and religious education. If a narticular school's total educational
expenditures closely approximated those for the public schools, the
State Department of Education was required to m=ke an allocation
of those expenditures among the school's secular and religious
functions. The Court ruled that It}his kind of state inspection and
evaluation of the religious content of a religious organization is
fraught will the sort of entanglement that the Constitution forbids."
b. The Pennsylvania Statute

The Court did not engage in a lengthy analysis of Pennsylvania's
Nonpublic Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Rather, because
the bulk of the funds under that statute reimbursed schools for teachers'
salaries and because the complaint doscribed "an educational system
that is very similar to the one existing in Rlode Island,- the Court
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ruled that it had the same constitutional defects as the Rhode Island
statute. The Court simply pointed to a few features of the Pennsylvania
act which, if anything, made it even more unconstitutional.

Principal among those additional defects was the fact that the
public funds in Pennsylvania flowed directly to church-related schools.
-This factor,- the Court said, -distinguishes both Everson and Allen,
for in both those cases the Court was careful to point out that state
aid was provided to the student and his parentsnot to the church-
related school.- The Court noted that direct government grants are
traditionally accompanied by strict accounting and other adminis-
trative requirements that would foster prohibited entanglement

The Court also stressed that the Pennsylvania statute limited the aid
to reimbursing nonpublic schools for the cost of teaching only
certain secular subjects. The statute required participating schools
to establish accounting procedures to permit the state to verify the
cost of the secular, as distinguished from religious, instruction and
further required regular audits by the state of the books of partici-
pating schools. The Court stated that -the government's postaudit
power to inspect and evaluate a church-related school's financial
records and to determine which expenditures are religious and
which are secular creates an intimate and continuing relationship
between church and state.-

c. Other Prohibited Entanglements
The Lemon opinion also identified a "broader base of entanglement"

that was unrelated to the specific provisions of the Rhode Island and
Pennsylvania statutes. The Court feared that approval of those two
statutes would encourage religious groups sponsoring schools to seek
new forms and additional amounts of aid. The opponents of such aid
could be expected to make a political issue of the question, forcing
candidates to declare themselves on the issue and voters to choose
between aid or no aid. The Court felt "Mt would be unrealistic to ignore
the fact that many people confronted with issues of is kind will find
their votes aligned with their faith." The Court then declared that -polit-
ical division along religious lines was one of the principal evils against
which the First Amendment was intended to protect.-

The Court recalled its observation in Walz that "adherents of particu-
lar faiths and individual churches frequendy take stren* positions on
public issues- and asserted that -[w]e could not expect otherwise, for
religious values pervade the fabric of our national life." However, Walz
was concerned with a tax exemption that existed -for the benefit of all
religious groups.- Educational assistance programs, however, -benefit



relatively few religious groups" v maintain schools. For that reason,
"[p]olitical fragmentation and v.fness on religious lines is . . . likely
to be intenrified" by such programs. The Court also noted that the
Pennsylvann. and Rhode Island programs required continuing annual
appropriatiJns to keep them functioning, thus creating "the likelihood
of larger and larger demands as costs and populations pow."

C. The Decision in Tilton v. Richardson
Chur-ah-related higher education scored an uncomfotably narrow

ictory in the Tilton case. By the slimmest of margins, a 5 to 4 vote, the
Court tustaincd the constitutionality of the Higher Educaton Facilities
Act and ruled that the four defendant colleges were cclstitutionally
eligible to raceive federal funds under that statute. Chief justice Burger
wrote the principal decision, but only three other justicesHarlan,
Stewart and Blackmunagreed with his reasoning. Justice White cast
the decisive fifth vote in a separate opinion that expressed more sweep-
ing approval of aid to church-related education than the more narrowly
drawn Burger opinion; Thus, a full understanding of the result in Tilton
requires analysis of both the Burger and White opinions. '7

1. The Burger Opinion

As he did in the Lemon opinion, the Chief justice opens his analysis
in the Tilton with the admonition that "we can only dimly perceive the
boundaries of permissible government activity in this sensitive area of
constitutional adjudication." He even warns that there are "risks" in
viewing the criteria evolved in prior Establishment Clause decisions as
"tests." "Consttutional adjudication," he asserts, -does not lend itself
to the absolutes of the physical sciences or mathematics." He repeats
that the criteria stated in prior decisions are "cumulative" in their im-
pact and that the validity of the challenged statute rests on the answers
to three questions: "First, does the Act reflect a secular legislative pur-
pose? Secont3., is the primary effect of the Act to advance or inhibit
religion? Third, does the administration of the Act foster an excessive
government entanglement with religion?" ,

9ustice Doug)aq wrote a dissenting opinion in Tiiton that was joined by Justices
Black and Marshall. Justice Brennan wrote a separate opinion to express his views in
both the Lemon and Tilton cases, and that separate opinion states the reasons that
he would invalidate the Higher Education Facilities Act. In essence, the Doug)aq
and Brennan opinions would impose an absolute constitutional bar to any direct
public assictance for -sectarian" schools. This paper will not discuss those dissenting
views in detail.
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The answer to the first question presented no difficulty. The Chief
Justice accepted at face value the Congressional statement that the
security and welfare of the Nation required federal assistance to permit
colleges and universities to expand their facilities "to accommodate
rapidly growing numbers of youth who aspire to a higher education."
That statement "expresses a legitimate secular objecdveentirely appro-
priate for governmental action." The bulk of the Chief Justice's opinion
was devoted to analyzing whether the statute had a primary secular
effect and whether excessive entanglement with religion resulted.

a. The Primary Effect Analysis
The Chief Justice began his primary effect analysis by rejecting the

"simplistic argument that every form of financial assistance to church-
sponsored activity violates the Religion Clauses." He noted that the
Court had already approved bus transportation subsid, fe text-
books and tax exemptions that conferred tangible benefits cn religious
bodies. In addition, he cited the Court's 1899 decision in Bradfield v.
Roberts,18 which upheld a federal construction grant to a hospital oper-
ated by a religious order. Thus, the critical question was not whether a
religious institution benefited from a government aid program but
whether such a program generated the requisite primary secular effect.

The Chief Justice conceded that, despite legislative efforts to restrict
aid to the secular functions of religious institutions, the legislative de-
sign might be "subverted by conscious design or lax enforcement." But,
in contrast to his concern in Lemon for potential violations of the state
statutes, the Chief Justice declared that "judicial concern about these
possibilities cannot, standing alone, warrant striking down a statute as
unconstitutional." He found that the Higher Education Facilities Act
had been carefully drafted to restrict funded facilities to secular uses
and to prohibit use of those facilities for religious instruction or worship.
He also noted that, in the administration of the statute, some church-
related institutions had been threatened with loss of their federal fund-
ing for not complying with the statutory restrictions.

The Chief Justice then briefly reviewed the evidence presented at
trial showing that "none of the four church-related institutions in this
case has violated the statutory restrictions." That evidence established
that the Title I facilities at those schools had not been used for religious
worship or instruction, that there were no religious symbols or plaques

18175 US. 291 (1899)
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in or on them and that they had beet used for solely non-religious pur-
poses. "On this record, therefore, these buildiags are indistinguishable
from a typical state university facility," the Chief Justice commented.

The Chief Justice next rejected the appellants' argument that the
"no tax" language of Everson barred all direct public aid to church- re-
lated schools. Rather, he viewed the purpose and primary effect
language of Schempp and Allen as the controlling criteria for analysis.
Under those criteria, the appellants' no-aid theory depended on theii
argument that "religion so permeates the secular education provided
by church-related colleges and universities that their religious and secu-
lar educational functions are in fact inseparable." The Chief Justice
noted that the Court in Allen and the Congress in enacting the Higher
Education Facilities Act had rejected that argument and that the evi-
dence presented at trial provided no support for it.

The Chief Justice found that the Title I facilities of the defendant
collegestwo libraries, a science building, a language laboratory and
a fine arts buildingwere peenliarly unsuited for religious permeation.
For example, the evidence showed that no classes had been conducted
in the two libraries and no religious rtrictions were placed on book
acquisitions. There was also affirmative evidence that no religion-seeps
into the use of any of these facilities." The parties had stipulated that
courses at the four defendant colleges were "taught according to the
academic requirements intrinsic to the subject matter and the individual
teacher's concept of professional standards." The evidence also revealed
that all four colleges subscribed to the 1940 statement on academic
freedom adopted by the American Association of University Professors
and the Association of American Colleges and that "the schools were
characterized by an atmosphere of academic freedom rather than
religious indoctrination.

Based on that analysis, the Chief justice concluded that the challenged
statute had the required primary secular effect. He also declined the
appellants' invitation to cietermine the primary effect by deciding
whether a college fitting their "composite profile" could constitutionally
receive Title I funds. The Chief Justice, noting that none of the four
defendant colleges fitted such a profile, characterized that argument
as presenting a "hypothetical" problem. Pe did not, however, foreclose
the possibility that the appellants could succeed with that argument
in the future. He declared that "[i]ndividual projects can be properly
evt Mated if and when challenges arise with respect to particular re-
cipients and some evidence is then presented to show that the institu-
tion does in fact possess [the] characteristics" described by appellants.
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That sentence- perhaps the most troubling in the Chief Justice's opin-
ionclearly suggests that each church-related college may in the future
be required to establish its consl-itutional eligibility for public aid.

Although the Chief Justice concluded that the statute as a whole had
produced a primary secular effect, all of the justices agreed that one
section of the act haa an unconstitutional religious effect. Section 754
declared that the federal government would have received full vahie
for the amount of Title I grants if funded facilities were used for the
pu.rposes set forth in the statute for twenty years. Under section 754(b)
(2), a college or university was required to observe the prohibition
against use of a Title I facility for religiou3 worship or instruction during
the twenty-year period. If there were such a prohibited use of a Title I
facility during that period, the federal government reserved the right
to recover a pro rata share of the value of the building.

The Chief Justice construed section 754 (b) (2) to mean that, upon
the expiration of the twenty-year federal interest, a church-related col-
lege could use a Title I facility for religious purposes. Because most
Title I facilities would have useful lives far in excess of twenty years,
"the unrestricted use of a valuable property [after twenty years] is in
effect a contribution of some value to a religious body." If after twenty
years a Title I facility were converted into a chapel or used to promote
religious interests, "the original federal grant will in parthave the effect
of advancing religion." For that reason, section 754 was unconstitutional
in limiting for only twenty years the uses made of Title I facilities by
church-related colleges. However, because the Court did not view
that provision as critical to the total statutory scheme, it ruled that sec-
tion 754 was severable from the rest of the act and did not taint other
valid provisions of the statute.

b. The Entanglement Analysis
Chief Justice Burger's entanglement analysis was essentially an effort

to distinguish the Higher Education Facilities Act, and the involvements
it gave rise to, from the two state statutes struck down in the Lemon
decision. At the root of that distinction was the Chief Justice's belief
that "[t]here are generally significant differences between the religious
aspects of church-related institutions of higher learning and parochial
elementrzy and secondary schools." He was persuaded that religious
indoctrination and "sectarian influences" play a lesser role at the college
level of church-related educacion. "[M]any church-related colleges and
universities," he observed, "seek to evoke free and critical responses
from their students and are characterized by a high degree of academic
freedom."
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Equally significant was the Chief J us. ly-Aief that -college students
are less impressionable and less susceptible to religious indoctrination"
than parochial school pupils. "The skepticism of tL. college student is
not an inconsiderable barrier to any attempt or tenden zo subvert the
congressional objectives and limitations- in allocating public funds by
a church-related college. Against that background, drawn from the
writings of law professors and educators, the Chief Justice examined
the evidence in the Tilton case as it related to the three indicia of en-
tanglement he had specified in his Lemon opinion.

(i) Character and Purposes of Recipient Institutions. It is instructive
to list the evidence cited by the Chief Justice to support his conclusion
that "religious indoctrination is not a substantial purpose or activity" of
the four defendant colleges. He noted that all four schools -are governed
by Cathol..-- religious organizations" and have faculties and student
bodies that are predominantly Catholic in their religious composition.
However, "non-Catholics were admitted as students and given faculty
appointments" at the four colleges. None of those institutions required
its students to attend relious services.

The Chief justice also discussed how religion was taught at the defen-
dant colleges. He noted that "all four schools require their students to
take theology courses." However, he also stressed that

the parties stipulated that these [theology] courses are taught according
to the academic requirements of the subject matter and the teacher's
concept of professional standards. The parties also stipulated that the
courses covered a range of human religious values and are not limited to
courses about the Roman Catholic religion.

He also pointed out that required theology courses at two of the defen-
dant schools were taught by rabbis and that all of the schools "intro-
duced evidence that they made no attempt to indoctrinate students or to
proselytize." That evidence acquired extra force since -these four
schools subscribe to a well-established set ofprinciples of academic free-
dom, and nothing in the record shows that these principles are not in fact
followed."

In light of that evidence, the Chief Justice found that the defendant
colleges were "institutions with admittedly religious functions but whose
predominant higher education mission is to provide their students with
a secular education." Because the schools were of that character, there
was less likelihood that religion would permeate secular education, less
risk that government funds would support religious activities, and lei:s
need for intensive government surveillance that could produce pro-
hibited entanglements. Those factors served to distinguish many of the
invalid fz.atures of the aid programs struck down in the Lemon decision.
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(ii) Type of Aid Provided. The danger ofentanglement was also les-
sened because the aid provided under the Higher Education Facilities
Act was of a "nonideological character." The Chief Justice construed
"[o] ur cases from Everson to Arlen" as allowing "church-related schools
to receive government aid in the form of secular, neutral, or nonideo-
logical services, facilities, or materials that are supplied to all students
regardless of the affiliation of the school which they attend." The aid for
te..chers' salaries provided under the Pennsylvania and Rhode Island
statutes was constitutionally suspect 1,ecause "teachers are not neces-
sarily religiously neutral." Under the Higher Education Facilities Act,
however, "government provides facilities that are themselves religiously
neutral" and, as a result, "[t]he risks of government aid to religion and
the corresponding need for surveillance are . . . reduced."

(iii) Resulting Administrative Relationships. There was a further re-
duction in the risk of entanglement because Title I aid "is a one-time,
single-purpose construction grant." Unlike the Pennsylvania and Rhode
Island programs, "[t]here are no continuing financial relationships or
dependencies, no annual audits, and no government analysis of an in-
stitution's expenditures on secular as distinguished from religious activ-
ities.- While some administrative relationships between federal officials
and church-related colleges resulted, "[i]nspection as to use [of Title I
facilities] is a minimal contact."

(iv) Conclusion. The Chief Justice emphasized in concluding his
entanglement analysis that "[n]o one of these three factors standing
alone is necessarily cont:olling; cumulatively all of them shape a narrow
and limited relationship with government which involves fewer and
less significant contacts than the two state schemes before us in Lemon
and DiCenso." He also found less "potential for diviatie religious frag-
mentation in the political arena." He conceded that "[t]his conclusion is
admittedly difficult to document." But he thoughtit could be explained
by "the character and diversity of the recipient colleges and universi-
ties and the absence of any intimate continuing relationship or depen-
dency between government and religiously affiliated institutions."

2. The White Opinion

justice White's separate opinion expressedhis views in the three school
aid appeals. He accepted the result reached by Chief Justice Burger in
the Tilton case, but he rejected the ChiefJustice's reasoning as "curious
and mystifying." In addition, he would have sustained the constitution-
ality of the Rhode Island and Pennsylvania statutes, but he would have
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sent the Pennsylvania cases back to the district court for a trial to de-
terrnine whether aid to the defendant schools in that case was consistent
with his constitutional theory.

Justice White's opinion is essentially an incisive critique of the incon-
sistent and irreconcilable opinions that Chief Justice Burger wrote in
the Lemon and Tilton cases. He states what, for him, is the controlling
constitutional principle in a single, brief paragraph:

It is enough for me that the States are financing a separable secular func-
tion of overriding importance in order to sustain the legislation here
challenged. That religion and private interests other than education may
substantially benefit does not couvert these laws into impermissible
establishments of religion.
It is not clear whether Justice White views the entanglement concept

as at all relevant to the constitutional issues implicit in aid to church-re-
lated education. He is content with pointing out the logical inconsisten-
cies in Chief Justice Burger's entanglement analysis in Lemon and Tilton.
The fundamental fault that he finds in that analysis is that it impales
educadonal assistance programs on the horns of a dilemma.

The Court thus creates an insoluble paradox for the State and the
parochial schools. The State cannot finance secular instruction if it permits
religion to be taught in the same classroom; b if it exacts a promise
that religion not be so taughta promise the school and its teachers are
quite willing and on this record able tc giveand enforces it, it is then
entangled in the "no entanglement" aspect of the Court's Establishment
Clause jurisprueence.

The paradox- described by Justice White will surely cause legif-:a-
tures the greatest difficulty when they seek to shape futuze aid
programs to meet the constitutional requirements set forth in the
Lemon and Tilton decisions.

Perhaps the most critical aspect of Justice White's opinionapart from
the fact that it provided the crucial fifth vote in the Tilton caseis the
footnote with whicb he concludes. That footnote reads as follows:

As a postscript I should note that the Court decides both the federal and
state cases on specified Establishment Clause considerations, without
reaching the questions that would be presnted if the evidence in any of
the3e cases showed that any of the involved schools restricted entry on
racial or religious grounds or required all students gaining admission to
receive instruction in the tenets of a particular faith. For myself, if such
proof were made, the legislation would to that extent be unconstitutional.

Because he was the swing vote in the Tilton case, Justice White's views
on the issues he highlights in that footnote will be decisive in future
litigation involving aid to church-related higher education.
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Iv
IMPLICATIONS OF THE

JUNE 28 DECISIONS
A. Some General Observations

When the Supreme Court agreed to hear the Tilton, Lemon and
DiCenso appeals together, the fear was expressed that the presence of
the three cases would offer a Court reluctant to grant a blanket endorse-
ment of aid to church-related education an opportunity for a compro-
mise decision. The conflicting and inconsistent decisions in Lemon and
Tilton smack of such a compromise. The compromise has been struck
in favor of aid to church-related higher education and against aid to the
lower levels of church-related education. However, the very incon-
sistencies in those decisions suggest that the constitutional status of aid
to higher education will be anything but stable in the immediate future.

Some of the assumptions that form the basis for the sharp constitu-
honal line that Chief Justice Burger has drawn between the higher and
lower levels of church-related education are open to serious question.
Perhaps the most critical of those assumptions is the Chief Justice's
assertion that "college students are Iess impressionable and less suscep-
iible to religious indoctrination." That assumption will withstand
analysis only if one accepts the premise on which it is based. The Chief
Justice observed in his Lemon opinion that the possibility of religious
indoctrination was -enhanced by the impressionable age of the pupils,
in primary schools particularly The contrast that he was drawing in
Tilton was between the college student on the one hand and the ele-
mentary school pupil on the other hana. There can be little quarrel
with the assumption that a third grader will be more impressionable,
and thus more susceptible to religious indoctrination, than a college
sophomore. But the contrast is less sharp when one compares a high
school senior and a college freshman. A constitutional principle that
rests on the degree of impressionability of students at different levels
of education is as shifting and variable as the intellectual maturity and
resiliency of particular students.

Justice White was singularly unimpressed by Chief Justice Burger's
emphasis on the lesser impressionability of college students. He labeled
that argument -makeweight," noting that "[i]f religious teaching in fed-
erally financed buildings was permitted [by the statute], the powers of
resistance of college students would in no way save the federalscheme."
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Chief Justice Burger really seems to be saying that, even if church-related
colleges engage in a determined program of religious indoctrination,
there is little to fear because the intellectual maturityof college students
dooms those efforts to failure. Carriud to its logical extension, that
thesis would be most destructive of c(re Establishment Clause values.
Such a thesis, for example, would peanit government to subsidize the
proselytizing activities of churches as long as the government chose
those churches which were meeting little success in such efforts. No
governmental undertaking could be more inconsistent with the Estab-
lishment Clause.

Whatever the validity of its underpinnings, the distinction drawn in
Tilton bet.% een the higher and lower levels of church-related educa-
tion is now embedded in the fabric of Establishment Clause doctrine.
Church-related colleges can take some comfort in that fact. There is
less cause for optimism in the analytical framework that the Court has
constructed for assessing the validity of future aid programs Each form
of aid must be separately scrutini7ed, and each church-related college
must be examined individually to determine its constitutional eligibility.
There is no uniform or predictable -test" that can be applied to make
those judgments. Rather, the constitutional restraint consists of nothing
more than a "blurred, indistinci: znd variable barrier depending on all
the circumstances of a particular relationship." And each particular
relalionship or program must be set against a series of criteria that must
be applied cumulatively. It is fair to say that the constitutional status of
aid to church-related higher education is far more confusing today than
it was ever thought to be prior to the Tilton and Lemon decisions.

B. Constitutional Status
of Church-Related Colleges

As a result of the Tilton and Lemon decisions, tEe constitutional
validity of education assistance programs benefiting church-related
colleges and universities must now be evaluated from three perspectives.
First, for purposes of determining the statute's primary effect and the
potential for prohibited entanglement, the character and purposes of
church-related schooLs benefiting from the statute must be examined.
Second, the form of aid prescribed by the statute must be scrutinized
to determine whether that aid, by its very n:Iture, could lead to exces-
sive entanglement. Third, the administrative relationships that ensue
between public officials and church-related schools must be so struc-
tured that prohibited entanglements do not result.

Church-related colleges and universities can be expected to have a
very real concern for all three of those factors as legislatures now seek
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to shape new aid programs to comply with constitutional requirements.
For example, church-related colleges will not want to lend their support
to proposed aid programs that in form will run afoul of the principles
of the Tilton and Lemon decisions. The Tilton case at least estabhsbed
the principle that aid can be given directly to church-related institu-
tions. However, both Tilton and Lemon suggest that, to be valid, such
aid must be -in the form of secular, neutral, or ncnideological services,
facilities, or materials that are supplied to all students regardless of
the affiliation of the school which they attend." The precise meaning of
that limitation must await future litigation. It clearly requires, however,
that the aid must be available to all institutions of higher learning and
that church-related schools not be singled out for special benefits.

Church-related colleges can also play a role in shaping the adminis-
trative relationships that will later be tested for excessive entangle-
ment. Statutes creating aid programs typically prescribe general limita-
tions on the use of public funds but leave to the government agency
administering the program the power to promulgate regulations which
establish the method of enforcing the statutory limitations. Parties
affected by those regulations generally are allowed to have a voice in
their development. As a result, church-related colleges can have the
opportunity to prevent from developing, through administrative over-
sight or carelessness, a regulatory scheme that would torpedo an other-
wise valid aid program.

The central focus of this paper is on the first of the three analytical
factors conside: ed by the Supreme Court in Tilton and Lemonthe
character and purposes of institutions benefiting from public aid pro-
grams. That factor will produce the most tangible of the repercussions
of the Tilton case felt by church-related colleges, for it will require
each church-related college to establish and justify its constitutional
eligibility for public funds.

The precise scope of that undertaldng is difficult to assess. While it
discussed various features of church-related schools in the Tilton and
Lemon decisions, the Supreme Court did not expressly designate those
features, in whole or in part, as the total of the relevant criteria for
evaluating a school's character and purpose. Thus, the criteria by which
church-related colleges are to assess their constitutional eligibility for
public support remain uncertain.

In addition, whatever criteria are employed must be applied cumu-
latively. Such a process detracts from objective and predictable deci-
sion-making and tends to foster subjective judgments that have little
relevance beyond the particular case being decided. A college will
never know when the elements of its church relationship will add up
to too great a religious orientation in its educational program
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Finally, the variables that inhere in the cumulative criteria to be
applied are compounded by the great variety of relationships that
colleges have with churches or religious organizaons. Even among
college', affiliated with a r articular dmornination, a decision that one
college is eligible or ineligible for public funds will not necessar4 be
determinative of the status of the other schools.

Despite these complexities, it is possible to offer some general
guidance to church-related colleges which must now engage in some
soul-searching to determine whether they can count on the continued
availability of public funds to ease their financial problems.

I. The Search for Sectarianism in Edt:cation
Church-related higher education passed its first constitutional tt

because five Supreme Court justices agreed that "Nhere are generally
significant differences between the religious aspects of church-related
insttutions of higher learning and parochial elementary and secondary
schools." It is interesting to note that church-related colleges passed
muster not necessarily on their own merits but in contrast to other types
of church-related schools. The model chosen for drawing the contrast
was a particular genre of church-related schoolsRoman Catholic
elementary schools attached to and operated by a parish under diocesan
supervision. It is not surprising that church-related colleges fared well
in comparison to Roman Catholic parochial schools. What is surprising,
however, is that the four dissenting justices saw no meaningful differ-
ence between a church-related college and a parochial school in terms
of their reli0ous orientation, character and purposes.

The disturbing aspect of the Tilton decision is that eight Supreme
Court justices agreed that a college's religious or non-religious character
is critically determinative in judging the validity of an educational
assistance program. Those eigat justices disagreed only in their ability
to perceive differences of constitutional significance in the various
levels of church-related education. Chief Justice Burger and the three
justices who joined his opinion recognized that there were such differ-
ences and thus showed themselves to be more discriminating observers
of the educational world than the four dissenting justices. Only Justice
White considered a school's religious or non-religious character irrele-
vant to the constitutional issues in the Tilton case.

As a consequence, the plaintiffs in the Tilton case lost the initial con-
stitutional skirmish but won ther argument with the defendant colleges
over whether the character of a school benefiting from public aid or
the character of the educational function supported by that aid is con-
stitutionally controlling_ The plaintiffs framed that issue in terms of
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whether a -sectarian college" could receive public funds without vio-
hiring the Establishment Claiise. "Fhe term -sectarian college" is unfortu-
nate ana perhaps self-contradictory. However, that term is a useful
shorthand description of the type of institution that will find its eligi-
bility for public funds in jeopardy following the Tilton and Lemon de-
cisions. It is also an appropriate term in light of the search for sectarian-
ism in education that is now mandated by those decisions.

2. Source of Future Challenges
Church-related colleges and universities can expect to have their eligi-

bility for public funds attacked from two sources in the future. The
most obvious form of opposition will come in lawsuits by such organi-
zations as the American Civil Liberties Union and the American Jewish
Congress, which have an ideological antipathy to any public funding
of church-related education and which generated and managed the
Tilton, Lemon and DiCenso cases. In fact, within a week after the Su-
preme Court's June 28 rulings, those two groups announced plans to
file suits challenging six state statutes providing aid to nonpublic ele-
mentary and secondary schools.

The second source of challenge will be government officials charged
with administering educational assistance programs. Those men must
now satisfy themselves that church-related colleges benefiting from
such programs have the requisite character and purposes for consti-
tutional eligibility. The litigation process can be a time-consuming and
costly method for establishing eligibility. On balance, however, there
are probably fewer risks to church-related colleges in having their
eligibility hinge on a judicial, rather than an administrative, decision.

Government administrators are by nature a cautious group. If he
must err, an administrator prefers to en- in a manner that will not bring
official censure. This characteristic can have important consequences
for the church-related college whose constitutional eligibility presents
a close question. Rather than award such a college public funds, and
risk being reversed by a court in a taxpayers' suit challenging that award,
the administrator might well declare the college ineligible_

The college could, of course, contest such- a decision in the courts.
But it would face a more formidable task than the taxpayer who chal-
lenged the contrary decision. The taxpayer would be arguing that the
administrative action violated the constitu6onal ban on aid to a sec-
tarian college. Since no constitutional proscription is breached when
a church-related college is wrongly denied public funds, the college
could only argue that the administrator made an error in judgment
based on a misunderstanding of the relevant facts. Courts have no hesi-
tancy in ruling on administrative actioll that allegedly conflict with
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cne Constitution. But they are reluctant to interfere with the administra-
tive procecs when the only claim is an error in judgment or a mistake
based on an assessment of disputed facts.

The real difficulty with the administrative process is it.; low visibility.
The administrator will really be the adversary of a church-related col-
lege in the search for sectarianism; but he will also be the evaluator anC
the judge of the facts leading to a college's disqualification. While the
administrator will be required to act on the basis of pre-established
criteria, the college will have no opportunity for a hearing before the
decision on its eligibility is made. Once that decision is reached, courts
will not upset a ruling of ineligibility unless the college can show that it
was arbitrary and capricious. That is ail extremely difficult showing to
make.

The litigation process stands in sharp contrast to the administrative
process. Those challenging a college's eligibility will be required to
justify in court the criteria they claim applies and to produce facts to
support the application of such criteria. The college can contest the
validity of the criteria proposed by the plaintiffs and present evidence
favorable to a finding of eligibility. The conflicting criteria and facts
will be evaluated by an impartial court, and its decision will be subject
to normal appellate review. That very process was followed in the
Tilton case, and the four defendant colleges prevailed.

The difficulties of working within the administrative process, on the
other hand, are illustrated by the operation of New York's Bundy Law,
which provides institutional grants to colleges and universites based
on the number of degrees awarded_ Soon after that law went into ef-
fect, the Nev, Yo--k Commissioner of Education sent a questionnaire
to church-related colleges and universities seeking information on
the degr,:e of their church-relationships. Relying on the responses to
that questionnaire, and nothing more, the Commissioner declared 21
schools ineligible for aid_ More than two years after that administrative
decision, only one of the affected colleges has been successful in ob-
taining a court reversal of the Commissioner's action. Several other
colleges are still seeking judicial relief. In the meantime, they have lost
more than two years of funding under the statute.

In sum, a church-related college's eligibility for public funds will not
ne,:essarily escape official scruEny if it is not named as a defendant in a
taxpayers' suit. It may still have to establish its eligibility to the satiscic-
tion of the official administering-those funds.
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3. Criteria of Sectarianism

The major issue left unresolved by the Tilton decision is the criteria
to be appLed to determine whether the character and purposes of a
church-related college satisfy constitutional requirements. Tbe Tilton
decision is not unusual in that respect. The Supreme Court's function
is to decide the broad principles that govern an issue of constitutional
law. The high court generally prefers to have the lower courts evolve
in subsequent litigation the criteria for applying those broad principles.

As framed in the Tilton and Lemon decisions, the issue for lower
courts to decide in future cases challenging higher education assistance
is whether particular church-related colleges benefiting from such
assistance have a "substantial religious ciaaracter" or a "significant
religious mission." In malcing that determination, a lower court can look
to severa! sources for the criteria to apply.
a. The Horace Mann Decision

In 1966, in the case of Horace Mann League v. Board of Public
Works,'9 the Maryland Court of Appeals ruled on the precise question
of whether four church-related colleges could constitutionally receive
state funds for the construction of dormitory and classroom facilities.
The defendant collegPs were two affiliated with the Roman Catholic
Church (Nr Dame College and St Joseph's College), one affiliated
wit. !-oclist Church (Western Maryland College) and one affili-
ateo with the United Church of Christ (Hood College). The central
question, as the Maryland court viewed it, was whether those colleges
were "legally sectarian" and thus ineligible under the Establishment
Clanse to receive public funds. The court's review of the evidence in
the rtase convinced it that three of the collegesNotre Dame, St Joseph
anT Western Marylandwere "legally sectarian" but that Hood's
religious relationship was not sufficiently intense tc impose a constitu-
tional disability.

The focus of the Horace Mann case is the focus now required by the
Tilton decision. For that reason, the cri;eria of sectarianism apolied in
the Horace Mann case are pop ')le reference points for other courts
engaged in higher education litigation. In fact, the Wisconsin Supit:..me
Court applied the Horace Mann crIZeria in a case challenging a grant
of public funds to the Marquette University School of Medicine.20
The plaintiffs in the Tilton case structured their h-ial evidence around
the Hora.w Mann criteria and urged the district court to adopt those

'9242 Md. 645, 220 A.2d 51, cert. denied, appeal dismissed, 385 U.S. 97 (1966)

20State ex :el. Warren v. Reuter, 170 N.W.2d 790 (1969)
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criteria in evaluating the sectarian character of the defendant colleges.
The district court declined to follow the Horace Mann decision, label-
ing it "inconsistent" with Supreme CourtEstablishment Clause decisions.
However, the reasoning employed by Chief Justice Burger in his Tilton
opinion now suggests that Horace Mann may not be incompatible with
the Court's Establishment Clause doctrine.

The Maryland Court of Appeals isolated six major factors as relevant
in determining whether a college is -legally sectarian." Those factors
are as follows:

1. The stated purpose of the college
2. The religious affiliations of the college's personnel. The personnel

examined included the members of the governing board, the adminis-
tration, the faculty and the student body. 1 he court examined whether
any religious test was applied for employment at the college or admis-
sion to the student body and whether there was a requirement that mem-
bers of the governing body be of a particular religious faith or affiliated
with a church or religious society.

3. The college's relationship with .-zligious organizations and poups.
The court inquired into the ownership of the college, the amount of
financial support received from church sources, the college's member-
ship in or affiliation with religious organizations (such as the National
Catholic Educational Association), and the use of the college's facili-
ties for supplementary religious purposes (such as making college
facilities availat le to outside religious groups for meetings and con-
ferences).

4. The place of religion in the college's program. The court looked
at a number of factors under this beading. They included the physical
manifestations of the college's religious relationship, religious obser-
vances sponsored or encouraged by the college (including Ilether
students were required to attend religious services), the availability of
religious services for those not members of the sponsoring church, the
char.- -:ter of religion (and philosophy) courses offered by the college
(including whether students were required to take religion courses),
the relation of religion (and philosophy) to the rest of the curnculum,
religious restrictions on academic freedom, and the place of religion
in the extra-curricular program.

5. The result or "outcome" of the college prop-am. This factor
required an examination of the activities of the college's alumni to evalu-
ate the long-range impact of tbe college's religious program.

6. The work and image of the college in the community. This is the
most nebulous of the Horace Mann criteria. It requires a court to deter-
mine whether persons living in the community where the college is
located consider the college to be a religious institution.
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Simply listing the various factors to be considered illustrates how
far-reaching is the inquiry mandated by the Horace Mann criteria. No
facet of a college's religious relationship escapes scrutiny.

b. The Pattillo-Mackeizzie Criteria
In their 1966 report for the Danforth Foundation, entitled Church-

Sponsored Higher Education in the United States, Manning M. Patti llo,
Jr and Donald M. Mackenzie developed six criteria to identify the
colleges and universities that were the objects of their study. Those
criteria are as follows:

1. Whether the college's governing board includes members of a
sponsoring church and/or members nominated and/or elected by that
church body;

2. Whether the college is owned by a religious body;
1 Whether the college receives financial support from a religious

body;
4. .hether the college accepts the sponsoring church's denomina-

tional standards or uses the denominational name;
5. Whether the coliege's statement of purpose links it to a particu-

lar denomination or reflects a religious orientation;
6. Whether church membership is a factor in the selection of faculty

and administrative personnel.
The Patti llo-Mackenzie criteria are not necessarily relevant to the

constitutional considerations that grow out of the Tilton decision. They
were devised to identify schools with religious affiliations and not to
assess the intensity of those affiliations. A college meeting just one of
the six criteria was classified as "church sponsored."

Nevertheless, Dr Patti llo and Dr Mackenzie are respc 3d educators,
and a court might be persuaded to draw upon their study in its search
for sectarianism. In fact, Chief Justice Burger cited the Patti ilo-Macken-
zie study in his opinion in Tilton. In addition, Dr Patti lIo was an expert
witness in the Horace Mann case, and the criteria contained in his study
were blended into the total Horace Mann criteria.

14c..1
c. The "Composite Profile- o; a Sectarian College

The appellants in the Tilton cas; argued that what the Establishment
Clause forbade was aid to a school matching their -composite pro-
file" oi a sectarian college. See p. 15, supra. Chief Justice Burger labeled
that argument Thypotheticar and refused to consider it, because none
c C the four defendant colleges matched that profile, and the record in
the case failed to show that any college with such characteristics had
been awarded funds under the Higher Education Facilities Act. How-

ever, the Chief Justice said that such an argument could be considered
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"if and when challenges arise with respect to particular recipients and
some evidence is then presented to show that the institution does in
fact possess those characteristics."

The "composite profile" pictures the sectarian college in its most
extreme posture. Excepting seminaries and schools of divinity, it is
doubtful if there are many institutions of higher learning that possess
the characteristics described in the "composite profile." The appel-
lents in the Tilton case contended that a school need not have all of
the characteristics they described in the "composite profile" to be an
ineligible sectarian college. It is possible to argue, however, that
Chief Justice Burger's opinion requires proof of all of the character-
istics before a constitutional disability will be imposed. If such an
argument were to succeed, very few church-related colleges would
have to be concerned about their constitutional eligibility.

d. The Tilton Criteria
A likely source of the criteria of sectarianism in future cases is the

various characteristics of the defendant colleges discussed by (Thief

Justice Burger in his Tilton opiaion. Briefly stated, those ch.:_racterisi.:-s
are as follows:

1. Persons other than Catholics were admitted to the student bodies
and given faculty appointments.

2. Attendance at religious services was r -)t required of students.
3. Religion courses were not limited to the Roman Catholic ieligion.
4. There was no effort by the colleges to proselytize religion.
5. The colleges adhered to established principles of academic

freedom.
The Chief Justice's opinion does not purport to prescribe those

factors as the only relevant criteria to be evaluated in determining a
college's eligibility for public funds. 1-1"wever, it is quite unlike:: that
a lower coun would declare ineligible any college possessing the s-me
,haracteristics as the defendant colleges in the Tilton case.

4. Choices Facing Church-Related Colleges

The Tilton decision has put church-related colleges on notice that
their religious functions and activities will be analyzed and evaluated
in the future if th-v hone to participate in educational assistance pro-
grams. Some ch -related colleges can pass this new constitutional
test without altering any of their present policies and practices. Others
may have to reconsider certain manifestations of their religioi:s affilia-
tions. Schools in the latter category must face the fact that government
frequently exacts a price for the aid that it provides.
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A number of church-related colleges undertook a similar prr....cess
of self-evaluation five years ago, after the Horace Mann case was de-
cided. However, that decision provided little objective guidance for
such an undertaking. The Maryland Court of Appeals had considered
more than twenty features of the: defendant colleges' church re-
lationships but had failed to assign independent significance to
each of those features or to discuss their relative weights when
considered in combination. As a result, a college could nr.t know
when it had become "too religious- and had crossed into fly- for-
bidden zone of sectarianism. Colleges that initiated changes in
response to the Horace Mann decision tended to become as non-
religious as possible. In the process, many may have unnecessarily
shed important aspects of their religious affiliations.

The Tilton decision does not provide precise guidance to church-
related colleges. However, because Chief Justice Burger discusses
far fewer characteristics of church-related colleges than did the
Maryland Court of Appeals, the variables in the Supreme Court's
equation of sectarianism appear to be fewer. That fact should per-
mit greater predictability. There is another important difference
between the Tilton and Horace Mann decisions. Running through-
out the Horace Mann opinion is an undercurrent of hostility to
religion. The Maryland Court of Appeals seemed to believe that the
mixture of religion and education in a college was in itself an evil.
No such attitude of hostility is manifested in Chief Justice Burger's
opinion. The defendant colleges in the Tilton case freely admitted
their church relationships, and the Chief Justice observed that they
performed -admittedly religious functions." Despite those facts,
the defendant colleges were found to be fully qualified to receive
federal funds.

Many church-related colleges will now begin to feel understand-
able pressure to alter their church relationships to assure their
continued elf-j.bility for public funds. Hasty reaction to those
pressures could be premature. Some of the changes that resulted
could simply prove to be unnecessary. Other changes may so
fundamentally alter the college's basic commitments that, upon
careful reflection, the college may realize that the price exacted for
public aid is too high. These observations may seem too obvious
to state. However, they were not always obvious to those colleges
that acted hastily in response to the Horace Mann decision.

Drawing upon the criteria of sectariarnism discussed above and
the experiences of th defendant colleges in the Tilton case, it is
possible to offer some suggestions to church-related colleges
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which decide to re-evaluate their religious affiliations. These sug-
gestions are offered with one cautionary note: A lawyer can ex-
plain tha price that might have to be paid for public aid.. Only a
court with the power of final judgment can determine what price
must be paid. And only the college itself can determine whether
the potential or actual price is too high.

a. Written Documents
Written documents produced by church-related colleges such

as catalogs, fund-raising brochures, student and faculty hand-
books, application forms, etc. can become potent weapons in
the hands of those challenging the college's eligibility for public
funds. The plaintiffs in the Tilton case relied almost exclusively
on the written documents of the defendant colleges to prec-nt
their evidence at trial. In the plaintiffs' view, those documents were
certain and predictable in their content, unlike the oral testimony
of the individuals who worked and studied at the colleges. The
plaintiffs also found many of those documents to be a fruitful
source of possible proof of sectarianism.

Because they have been admonished to avoid -excecsive entangle-
ments," officials administering aid programs will also be likely to
prefer an examination of a college's written documents to other
forms of inspection. Justice Brennan's separate opinion in the
Tilton and Lemon cases warned of the danger of -state inspectors
prowling the hark of parochial schools and auditing classroom
instruction.- Government administrators surely will not want to
be accused of engaging in such activities. Inspection of a college's
written documents is a lesser form of surveillance and thus pre-
sents a lesser threat of prohibited entanglement.

Documents which do not accurately portray a college's purposes
and program can present needless difficulties. Not everything
that a college writes about itself gives a realistic picture of the
school. Entire sections of catalogs remain unc-3anged from year
to year even though the college is undergoing continual change.
Information is sought on application forms that serves no useful
purpose. Occasionally, because of the audience the college is
trying to reach, it will engage in verbal overstatement and thereby
distort the image that its program projects. An a.ttorney for the
plaintiffs in the Tilton case stated the problem somewhat ungra-
ciously during the deposition of the present of one of the defendant
colleges. After confronting the president with a document that
appeared 4-o contradict her oral testimony, he suggested that the
document might be just a -sop- to parents.



Reflecting on the problems posed by written documents after the
Supreme Court's decision in the Tilton case, the president of one of
the defendant colleges observed: -The difficulty is that we [meaning
church-related colleges] tend to express ourselves in a theological
language when we write about ourselves.- That theological language
is easily misunderstood and difficult to explain in a courtroom. Quite
often a college can be placed in the embarrassing position of telling a
court or a government administrator that it really did not mean what
it said in a particular document.

The starting point for any college concerned about its constitutional
eligibility for public funds is a thorough review of its written publica-
tions and documents. Among the questions that might be asked about
those documents are the following: Does the statement of purpose
in the catalog and other publication:3 accurately reflect the colleges
objectives or is it distorted by unnecessary religious refere:ices? Do
application forms ask the applicant's religious preference and, if so,
are those questions necessary? Are the desciiptions of courses in re-
ligion current and do they accurately portray the content of those
courses? Do any documents appear to impose religious restrictions on
academic freedom and, if so, are those restrictions enforced or neces-
sary? Are the descriptions of religious activities on the campus current
and accurate?

The college need not and should not delete religious references that
are accurate and important. By the same token, it should seriously re-
consider all such religious references tk.at are no longer relevant or
necessary.

b Governance
The emphasis in the Horace Mann decision on the religious influences

and controls present in a colleges governing board prompted a number
of church-related colkges to consider and implement changes in their
governing board. Sue- changes may have been unnecessary. Chief
Justice Burger ruled _ the Tilton case that the defendant colleges
were eligible for public funds even though he found that -[a]ll four
schools are governed by Catholic religious organizations." That obser-
vation is not necessarily accurate. All four schools wer incorporated
separately from their sponsoring religious groups. Under applicable
principles of law, the colleges are separate corporate entities and are
governed solely by the men and womcc who constitute their boards
of trustees.

Nevertheless, the Chief Justices statement demonstrates that a
church-related college can qualify for public funds even if it is governed
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by a religious organization. That principle was actually established
by the Supreme Court more than seventy years ago in the case of
Bradfield v. Roberts, which upheld a federal grant to a Catholic
hospital which was operated by a -monastic order or sisterhood of the
Roman CAI-who Church- and over which the order -exercises great
and controlling influence.- Chief Justice Burger's opinion in the Tilton
case appears to reaffirm that principle.

c. Admissions and Hiring Policies

Chief justice Burger was not troubled that the faculties and student
bodies of the four defendant colleges in the Tilton case were -predom-
inantly Catholic.- But he did stress that "non-Catholics were admitted
as students and given faculty appointments." Thus, some religious
diversity in the student body and the faculty is probably important.

What is clearly prohibited is exclusion of students and faculty mem-
bers on strictly religious (and racial) ,p-ounds. The postscript to Justice
White's concurring opinion in the Tilton case is unequivocal on that
point, and Chief Justice Burger's opinion is not inconsistent with
Justice White's position. In future cases, the fact that some students or
faculty members profess a religious fait"- z,ther than that of the sponsor-
ing church may not be sufficient. The greater the number of students
and faculty members adhering to thc faith of the sponsoring church
the greater the possibility that a court will infer an exclusionary polio-7%
Questions concerning relious preference on student and faculty appli-
cation forms tend to len-I support to such an inference. A church-related
college that does not practice religious (or racial) exclusion would do
well to state its non-exclusionary policy in its cataloz,* am other appro-
priate documents.

d. R.s>ligious Worship
Church-related colleges can continue to provide opportunities for

religious worship on their campuses without jeopardizing their eligi-

bility for public funds. What they probably cannot do is compel attend-

ance at religious services.2' Chief Justice Burger implied as much when
he stated that -[n]ot one of these four institutions requires its students

21There is a certain incongruity in that limitation. The three service academies
compel their cadets to attend religious services, and a federal district court has ruled
that practice is not unconstitutional. However, that decision i; now on appeal, and
it is not certain that the dist-ict court's decision will survive appellate review. In
addiCon. the reasoning employed by the district court is irrelevant to church-related
colleges and imiversities.
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to attend religious services.- It is appropriate to emphasize at this
point that no one of the several factors discussed by Chief Justice
Burger was critically determinative. All of the factors were considered
-cumulatively.- Thus, compulsory chapel attendance, standing alone,
may not be disqualifying. But requiring all students, irrespective of
their religious beliefs or lack of them, to attend religious services would
be difficult to justify. Conversely, a college that provided on a volun-
tary basis religious services for several denominations, and not just

for students professing the faith of the sponsoring church, would im-
prove its chances for being found eligible for public aid..

e. Religious instruction
A church-related college's program of religious instruction is a po-

tential source of great difficulty. Justice White would declare a col-
lege ineligible for public aid if it "required all students gaining entry to
receive instruction in the tenets of a particular taith." The defendant
colleges in the Tilton case -require their students to take theology
courses," but they avoided censure because those courses were taught
as academic disciplines and were not limited to the Roman Catholic
religion. A college can offer as electives courses limited to the
doctrines and tenets of the sponsoring church. But required courses
(..;.innot be so limited.

To some, requiring a student to take c; urses in religion suggests
that the college is engaged in religious indoctrination. It is helpful,
therefore, if the college has articulated a sound educational rationale
for requiring such courses. For example, the defendant colleges in
the Tilton case offered evidence that they viewed the study of
religion as a separate and distinct academic discipline and, as such,
an important and necessary part of any liberal arts education. For
that reason, the defendant colleges believed it was as legitimate to
reollire courses in religion as to require courses in English and
the physical sciences.

f Academic Freee(m
Perhaps the : ost important of the criteria employed 1::.y Chief

Justice Burger iii evaluating the defendant colleges in the Tilton
case was academic freedom. The Chief Justice found that -the
schools were characterized by an atmosphere of academic freedom
rather than religious indoctrination.- In _theory, at least, proof that
a church-related college fosters an atmosphere of academic freedom
should negate any claim that it engages in religious indoctrinaon.
Pardcularly when the college has on its faculty members of various
religious faiths, the college's encouragement of academic freedom
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would frustrate any efforts to proselytize the doctrines and tenets
of its sponsoring church.

Chief Justice Burger seemed to accept that fact, for he twice
emphasized that the four defendant colleges subscribed to the 1940
Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure adopted by
the American Association of University Professors and the Association
of Arn,-rican Colleges. The plaintiffs had placed in evidence several
documents tending to show that some of the defendant colleges
imposed religious restrictions on what could be taught in the class-
room. The colleges, however, presented testimony that those religious
restrictions had never been implemented or imposed. As a consequence,
the Chief Justice was satisfied that "these restrictions were not in
fact enforced- and that -nothing in this record shows that these
principles [of academic freedom] are not in fact followed."

The conflict between the documents and the actual policies of the
defendant colleges on the issue of academic freedom is a stark illus-
tration of the difficulties that inapplicable written statements can cause.
Another court or another judge might have given greater credibility
to the written statements than to the oral testimony relating to
academic freed c;i1 policies.

The emphasis on academic freedom in Chief Justice Burger's
opinion suggests that factor will loom large in future higher education
litigation. The 1940 Statement of Principles allows for religious limit-
ations on academic freedom if they are "clearly stated in writing,-
and some church-related colleges do purport to impose such limitations.
Chi..:f Justice Burger's emphasis on the fact that the defendant
colleges did not enforce any such religious limitation would indicate
that enforcement of those limitations will causedifficulties for church-
related colleges seeking to establish their ehgibility for public funds.
Colleges which have adopted such limitations should now re-evaluate
them anci determine whether they serve any viable function in the
college's operations.

g. Statutory Restrictions
The invalidation of sedion 75/ (b) (2) of the Higher Educaton

Facilities Act in the Tilton dec Dn makes clear that government
cannot make non-conditio ed g nts of public funds to church-
related colleges. Without ri minc afoul of the no-entanglement pro-
hibition, the government must seek to ensr-e that public funds do not
support a church-related college's religious functions or activities.
It can be expected that future educational assistance programs will
contain res .!tions simila- to those contained in the Higher Education
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Facilities Act, which prohibited the use of funded facilities for re-
ligious instruction or worship. To avoid jeopardizing the constitu-
tionality of such aid programs, church-related colleges should
scrupulously observe those restrictions.

Failure to comply with statutory restrictions can produce a number
of problems. If it could be shown that one or more church-related
colleges ignored such restrictions, a court might conchide that such
colleges cannot be trusted to observe constitutional limitat;ons, just
as the Supreme Court seemed to imply that parochial school teachers
receiving salary supplements could not be counted on to teach only
secular matter. Or a court might conclude that such colleges cannot
succ-!ssfully separate their secular and religious functions. Or a court
might find 1-Ilat surveillance on a scale involving prohibited entangle-
ment will be necessary to assure compliance. In any of those
circumstances, a court would be justified in strildng down aid to
church-related colleges.

Failure to comply .-ith statutory restrictions typically occurs thyough
inadvertence. The colkge is simply not aware of the full rang? of
restrictions imposed on its use of public funds. For example, in Liu?
Tilton case the federal government cited two instances in which
church-related colleges were discovered to be making improper
religious uses of Title I facilities. When those improper uses were
called to the attention of the colleges, they were vohmtarily termi-
nated. There was no suggestion that the colleges were seeldng de-
liberately to evade the requirements of the statute. To avoid in-
advertent non-compliance, church-related colleges should consult
with their attorneys and ask for an explanation of the full range of
restrictions imposed by any statutes under which they are receiving
assistance.
h. State Constitutional Restrictions

The Tilton decision construed only the Establishmpnt Clause of the
First Amendment and the limitations it imposes on aid to church-
related colleges. When federal legislation is at issue, that is the only
relevant constitutional provision. Many states, however, have enacted
or are considering aid programs that benefit church-related colleges.
Such legislation must stay within the bounds marked out by the
federal constitution and the state constitution. A number of state
constitutions have provisions related to aid to church-related education
which are more specific in their language, and possibly more re-
strictive in the limitations they impose, than the Establishment Clause.
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For example, the New York Constitution contains the so-called
Blaine Amendment which provides that no public money, property
or credit may be used directly t,r indirectly to aid or maintain "any
school or institution of learning wholly or in part under the control
or direction of any religious denomination or in which any de-
nominational doctrine or tenet is taught."22 The Tilton decision is not
controlling in determining whether church-related colleges in New
York qualify for stat ?. aid under that constitutional provision.

In any re-evaluation that is undertaken in light of the Tilton decision,
a church-related college should seek advice from its attorneys con-
cerning any additional restrictions that might be imposed by "lie
state constitution.

V
CONCLUSION

The Tilton decision contains its disappointments Chief among
them are the narrowness of the victory won by church-related
education and the emergence of a constitutional test that requires
each church-related college to justify its eligibility for public aid.
But the disappointments should not obscure the fact that the Tilton
decision represents an important victory for the principle of direct
public aid to church-related colleges. The decisiveness of the defeat
suffered by church-related elementary and secondary schools in
Lemon underscores the significance of the Tilton victory.

Perhaps the most refreshing aspect of the Tilton decision was the
willingness of a majority of the Supreme Court to base its decision
on the realities and dynamics of church-related higher education.
Chief Justice Burger emphatically rejected the stale stereotypes
contained in the appellants' "composite profile" as the factual
premise for the decision. Rather, he focused on the actual practices
and policies of the defendant colleges as reflected in the trial evidence.
That evidence revealed that the defendant colleges were legitimate
educational institutions which added a religious dimension to the
education they offered. Thus, the Chief justice concluded that those
schools were "institutions with admittedly religious functions but
whose predominant education mission is to provide their students with
a secular education."

uN.Y. Const., Art. XI, 3.
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Before th( :( a case was argued and decided, one writer suggested
that the crib I iquiry to be made in cases challenging aid to church-
related education is "whether the educational function [of a church-
related schooll is distorted because of the institution' religious
commitment."23 The Supreme Court now appears to have adopted
that approach to the problem. Church-reIated colleges and uni-
versities should be abl.- to confront future constitutional challenges
with confidence if the courts continue to adhere to that approach.

Clarinda, Religious Liberty. Nonestablishnwnt and Doctrinal Development:
?art ll. The Nonestablishment PrincipIP, 81 Harv. L. Rev. 513, 588 (1988)
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